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PURPOSE: The purpose of this item is to present the Board of Supervisors (Board) with an 
overview of the submitted redistricting plans and to seek guidance from the Board on which 
redistricting plan should be further refined by staff.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Board direct staff to further refine one of the 
three Redistricting Plans by addressing all necessary precinct modifications and to return to the 
March 15, 2022, Board Business meeting with a final plan and for authorization of May 11, 2022, 
Board Public Hearing for adoption of Amendments to Chapter 207 and Chapter 209 of the Codified 
Ordinances. 
 
Staff recommends that the Board select names for the election districts no later than the March 15, 
2022, Board Business Meeting, so that staff can incorporate the names into the final plan and legal 
advertisement/notification process required for the May 11, 2022 Public Hearing. 
 
 
BACKGROUND: On January 19, 2021, staff provided information to the Board consisting of an 
initial overview of the 2021 redistricting process and the Board voted (8-0-1:  Buffington absent) 
to convene a separate meeting to discuss and adopt 2021 guidelines for redistricting, confirm the 
number of district-specific supervisors and adopt a resolution governing the process for 2021 
redistricting.  
  
On June 21, 2021, staff provided information to the Board consisting of an overview of the process 
for redistricting, guidelines and legal parameters, precincts and polling places requirements, and 
the public participation process. The Board voted (9-0) to affirm that the current number of eight 
single-member districts with one chair At-Large position be maintained for the 2021 redistricting 
process. The Board also voted (9-0) to endorse the public participation process, accept the 

https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/469520/Item%2007%202021%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Process.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/469520/Item%2007%202021%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Process.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/516068/Item%2002%202021%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Process.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/516068/Item%2002%202021%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Process.pdf
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redistricting timeline and adopt the Board of Supervisors Resolution Governing the 2021 
Redistricting Process.  
 
On July 20, 2021, the Board adopted (9-0) a Resolution Authorizing the Director of Elections to 
Apply for a Waiver from the State Board of Elections to Administer Split Precincts for the 
November 2, 2021, General Election. Those splits were created when the state drew Senate and 
House of Delegates lines in 2011 that did not follow the county precinct lines or are related to town 
boundaries. Most of the splits created as a result of the 2011 state redistricting were corrected by 
the county, however, a small number that could not be corrected remain. 
 
Staff provided memos to the Board on August 13, 2021, summarizing the initial release of the 
Census 2020 data, and on October 4, 2021, providing additional information on the Census Data 
and the Virginia Division of Legislative Services (DLS) adjusted Census Population Data and 
highlighting the redistricting related publicly available resources including the Loudoun local 
Redistricting Hub, which was launched on September 27, 2021.  
 
On October 19, 2021, staff provided the Board with an update on redistricting data, the public 
outreach campaign and staff example plans. The Board voted (8-0-1: Glass absent) to direct staff 
to add staff-developed Examples A through G to the redistricting tool to provide the user with a 
starting point from which to begin plan customization for the 2021 Loudoun County Redistricting 
Process and to add a link on the landing page for constituents to view the existing election districts 
if they choose. Following the launch of the tool and pursuant to Board Member recommendations, 
staff also added a blank (empty) template to the tool as an alternate starting point for user plan 
development. 
 
The Loudoun Local Redistricting Tool was made available to the public for plan development and 
submission from November 1, 2021, through November 30, 2021, and to Board members, Board 
aides and county staff through December 17, 2021. Staff provided training to Board aides on 
November 4, 2021, and an overview of the project and live demonstration of the Redistricting tool 
to the Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT) on November 18, 2021. Staff offered two virtual 
workshop opportunities to the public that were held on November 18, 2021, and November 22, 
2021. During the submission period, 150 user accounts were created to access the tool and 20 
redistricting plans had been submitted for consideration. Sixteen of these plans were unique and 
four submissions identical to staff example plans (three users submitted Staff Example Plan F and 
one user submitted Staff Example Plan G).  
 
After the submission period closed, staff launched the Submitted Redistricting Plan Viewer, which 
was made available to Board members on December 14, 2021 and made available publicly January 
5, 2022. This application provides access to all submitted plans and allows data layers to be turned 
on and off for the user to visually compare plans to one another or other datasets relevant to the 
Board’s Adopted 2021 Redistricting Guidelines.  
 
Staff received an “alternate” map from the Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT) on January 13, 
2022. This map is referenced as the COLT Alternate Plan. An additional plan was also received 
from Supervisor Letourneau, which represented a collaborative effort between himself and 

https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/526637/Item%2004%20Request%20for%20Waiver%20to%20Operate%20Split%20Precincts.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/526637/Item%2004%20Request%20for%20Waiver%20to%20Operate%20Split%20Precincts.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/553930/Item%2009%202021%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Update.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/553930/Item%2009%202021%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Update.pdf
https://loudoungis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=7871e1e88ba34faab6d6b958eab7c9d3
https://loudoungis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=7871e1e88ba34faab6d6b958eab7c9d3
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalInternet/0/edoc/535868/Item%2002%202021%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Process.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalInternet/0/edoc/535868/Item%2002%202021%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Process.pdf
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Supervisor Turner. This map is referenced as the Letourneau–Turner Plan. Due to the timing of 
these submissions, staff did not have an opportunity to conduct a Phase 1 analysis (described 
below) of these two additional plans prior to the January 18, 2022, Board Business Meeting. 
However, the proposed maps were presented to the Board during the meeting. 
 
At the January 18, 2022 Business Meeting, the Board reviewed staff’s Phase 1 analysis of the 
submitted plans, which included ensuring that all plans were 1) initially consistent with the Board’s 
Guidelines and applicable law (i.e., population deviations, compactness, preserving communities 
of interest and creating districts with similar interest among communities), 2) developed using 
2020 Census Bureau data, and 3) fully demonstrated equal representation in each district with an 
overall population deviation of no more than 10 percent.  
 
Staff recommended that the Board narrow down the list of plans for staff to perform additional 
analysis and evaluation (Phase 2 Review and Refinement). The Board discussed including the 
COLT Alternate Plan and the Letourneau-Turner Plan for consideration to advance for further 
review and refinement. The Board voted (8-0-1: Glass absent) to direct staff to conduct further 
analysis and evaluation of the COLT Alternative Plan, the Fechter Plan, and the Letourneau-Turner 
Plan for presentation to the Board at its Business Meeting on February 15, 2022. The Board 
requested that staff’s presentation include a discussion on 1) the difference between being assigned 
to a precinct and split precincts, 2) how the state map is overlaid on the three chosen maps, 3) the 
implications on homeowner associations (HOAs) that are split between precincts, 4) the difference 
between communities of interests and precincts, 5) whether any of the three chosen maps have 
overly large numbers in a precinct, and 6) precincts where larger growth is expected in coming 
years.  
 
Staff’s review of the COLT Alternate Plan, the Letourneau-Turner Plan, and the Fechter Plan was 
based on the direction received at the January 18, 2022, business meeting. Staff did receive an 
additional and updated submission from COLT on February 10, 2022, the afternoon of staff report 
distribution.  Any further review of that information will require further direction from the Board. 
 
Section 1: Plan Refinements 
 
Prior to additional review or analysis, staff adjusted the proposed district boundaries of each plan 
to follow the State House and Senate lines, where possible, to avoid split precincts1 and to ensure 
that district boundaries follow a “clearly observable boundary,” as required by the Codified 
Ordinances of Virginia (Chapter 24.2-305). In general, these refinements did not result in 
significant changes to any of the plans. For reference, the change that impacted the greatest number 
of people was related to the adjustment of district boundaries affected by the new State 
House/Senate line in the vicinity of Precincts 312 and 316 (Attachment 1). This refinement was 
required in both the COLT Alternate Plan and the Letourneau-Turner Plan and affected just 37 

 
1 A split precinct is one where not all voters are voting for the same set of offices. Split precincts arise when the 
boundary lines adopted by the General Assembly – i.e. the House of Delegates, State Senate, and/or congressional 
district lines – do not coincide with election district lines adopted by the locality. 

https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalInternet/0/edoc/560288/Item%2006%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Plan%20Development.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalInternet/0/edoc/560288/Item%2006%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Plan%20Development.pdf
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title24.2/chapter3/section24.2-305/#:%7E:text=Composition%20of%20election%20districts%20and%20precincts.,defined%20and%20clearly%20observable%20boundaries.
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people according to the DLS data. Staff has provided details about the district refinements specific 
to each plan below. 
 
COLT Alternate Plan  

• In the area of Precinct 312/316, the House/Senate Line does not follow a definable 
boundary. Staff adjusted the southern edge of District 4 (purple) and the western edge 
of district 6 (yellow) to follow clearly definable features and, as closely as possible, the 
House/Senate Line . These adjustments shifted geographic area from District 6 (yellow) 
to District 4 (purple).  
o Since the House/Senate Line does not follow a clearly definable boundary, a split 

precinct waiver2 will still be necessary.  
  

• In the area of Precinct 125/114, the House/Senate Line does not follow a definable 
boundary. Staff adjusted the southwestern edge of District 6 (yellow) and western edge 
of District 1 (green) to follow clearly definable features and, as closely as possible, the 
House/Senate Line. These adjustments shifted geographic area from District 6 (yellow) 
to District 1 (green).  
o Since the House/Senate Line does not follow a clearly definable boundary, a split 

precinct waiver will still be necessary.  
  

Fechter Plan  
• In the area of Precinct 125/114, the House/Senate Line does not follow a definable 

boundary. Staff adjusted the southern edge of District 8 (pink) and western edge of 
District 6 (yellow) to follow clearly definable features, and, as closely as possible, the 
House/Senate Line. These adjustments shifted geographic area from District 8 (pink) 
to District 6 (yellow).  
o Since the House/Senate Line does not follow a clearly definable boundary, a split 

precinct waiver will still be necessary.  
  

Letourneau – Turner Plan  
• In the area of Precinct 312/316, the House/Senate Line does not follow a definable 

boundary. Staff adjusted the southern edge of District 3 (blue) to follow clearly 
definable features and, as closely as possible, the House/Senate Line. These 
adjustments shifted geographic area from District 7 (brown) to District 3 (blue).  
o Since the House/Senate Line does not follow a clearly definable boundary, a split 

precinct waiver will still be necessary.  
  

• In the area of Precinct 125/114, the House/Senate Line does not follow a definable 
boundary. Staff adjusted the southwestern edge of District 2 (light blue) and 

 
2 The local Office of Elections would request approval from the governing to apply to the State Board of Elections to 
administer a split precinct.  Once the governing body has been granted a waiver to administer a split precinct, they 
may use such precinct for any election held in that year.  A split precinct waiver would be required whenever an 
election is held for the office impacted by the split precinct, such as Virginia Senate and/or Virginia House of Delegates 
where the clearly definable boundaries were not used during the redistricting process. 
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northwestern edge of District 5 (orange) to follow clearly definable features and, as 
closely as possible, the House/Senate Line. These adjustments shifted geographic area 
from District 2 (light blue) to District 5 (orange).  
o Since the House/Senate Line does not follow a clearly definable boundary, a split 

precinct waiver will still be necessary.  
  

• In the area of Precinct 319, the House Line does not follow a definable boundary. Staff 
adjusted the boundaries of District 5 (orange) and District 7 (brown) to follow clearly 
definable features and, as closely as possible, the House Line.  
o Since the House Line does not follow a clearly definable boundary, a split precinct 

waiver will still be necessary.  
  

• In the area of Precinct 320, the proposed districts did not follow existing precinct lines. 
Staff adjusted the boundaries of District 2 (light blue) and District 7 (brown) to follow 
definable features. These adjustments shifted geographic area from District 7 (brown) 
to District 2 (light blue).  

  
• In the area of Precinct 420, the proposed districts did not follow definable features. 

Staff adjusted the proposed boundaries of District 3 (blue) and District 6 (yellow) to 
follow definable features. These adjustments shifted geographic area from District 3 
(blue) to District 6 (yellow). 

  
Staff then reviewed the district boundaries of the refined plans with the existing precinct 
boundaries and polling place locations. Staff believes that adjustments can be made to the current 
precincts and polling places to make any of the three plans work; however, staff recommends that 
further narrowing down the selection of plans to just one, which will further assist staff in preparing 
detailed descriptions of the necessary precinct and polling place changes for the March 15, 2022, 
Board Business Meeting. Additional information and details on modifying and creating new 
precincts and polling places is included in Section 5. 
 
Staff has provided information on each refined plan’s adherence to the adopted Board Guidelines 
as shown in Table 1. The results of the analysis are included in the Refined Redistricting Plans 
Report (Attachment 2), the Refined Redistricting Plans Matrix (Attachment 3), and below in 
Section 2 and Section 3. For more detailed information on the components of the Plans Report or 
Matrix, refer to the January 18, 2022 Board Business Meeting Redistricting Item. 
 
Table 1. Status of Plans Evaluated Against the adopted 2021 Redistricting Guidelines 

2021 Redistricting Guideline Status 

All districts shall have equal representation. All submitted plans meet criteria 

The plan shall comply with the Voting Rights Act. Analysis included 

All districts must be compact and contiguous. Analysis included 

The census shall be the source of data. All submitted plans meet criteria 

Preserve communities of interest (e.g., subdivisions and villages). Analysis included 

https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/560288/Item%2006%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Plan%20Development.pdf
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/560288/Item%2006%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Plan%20Development.pdf
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2021 Redistricting Guideline Status 

Create districts with similar interest among communities (e.g., land 
use, development, traffic patterns). 

Analysis included 

Consider voter convenience and effective election administration. Analysis included 

Use geographical or physical features, especially arterial roadways, 
for district and precinct boundaries. 

Analysis included 

Consider all alternative plans presented by interested groups and 
individuals. 

Public Process meets criteria 

When possible, do not split incorporated towns.  Analysis included 

 
In response to an issue raised during Board briefings conducted during the week of February 7 -
11, staff has examined refinements that would put the entire community of Brambleton in one 
district, for one of the plan options.  The suggestion was to add the area in the vicinity of Briar 
Woods High School, Brambleton Community Park and Brambleton Regional Park and Golf 
Course to District 6, which includes the rest of the Brambleton Community. To make this 
modification work while adhering to the +/- 5% population guideline set forth by the Board, 
another area had to be identified to include in District 8. Staff confirmed that the area bounded by 
the State House/Senate Lines in the western portions of Precinct 808 and Precinct 817 could be 
moved from District 8 to District 4.   
 
Section 2 – Voting Rights Act 
 
Section 2 of the federal Voting Rights Act prohibits election districts from being drawn in a way 
that would result in a denial or abridgment of the right to vote on the account of race, color or 
membership in a language minority group (e.g., minority vote dilution). Minority vote dilution 
may be caused by the dispersal of the members of a protected class into districts in which they 
constitute an ineffective minority of voters or from the concentration of protected class members 
into districts in which they constitute an excessive majority. This analysis is necessarily affected 
by the federal and state constitutional requirement of equal population across districts, and the 
Virginia constitutional and statutory requirements that districts must be compact and contiguous 
and follow clearly defined physical boundaries. 
 
Each of the three plans under consideration have a total population deviation (between the largest 
and smallest districts) of less than 9%. On a district-by-district basis, all three plans have a 
maximum deviation from the ideal district size (i.e., 52,641 residents per district) of less than 5%. 
For the COLT Alternative and Letourneau-Turner plans, the greatest deviation from ideal district 
size is less than 4%. All three plans are composed of contiguous districts that follow clearly defined 
geographic boundaries. Additionally, all three plans have at least one geographically large district 
in Western Loudoun County, which is necessitated by population imbalance between east and 
west. However, the remaining districts in each plan are reasonably compact and have been drawn 
in consideration of traditional redistricting principals such as preserving communities of interest 
and voter convenience. 
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Tables identifying the race demographics for each proposed plan are included in Attachment 2. 
Under the current districts (analyzed using 2020 Census data), there is one district with an Asian 
population above 40%. Each of the three plans currently under consideration has at least one 
district with an Asian population at or above 40%. Under the current districts, there is one district 
with a Hispanic population at or above 30% and another at or above 20%. Each of the proposed 
new plans has one district at or above 30% Hispanic population, another at or above 20%, and 
another of approximately 19%. Under the current districts, there are three districts with a Black 
population at or above 9%. The COLT Alternative and Letourneau-Turner plans each retain three 
districts with a Black population at or above 9%. The Fechter plan has two districts at or above 
9% Black population. Accordingly, none of the proposed plans would result in a dilution of 
minority votes in comparison to the current election districts. 
 
Section 3 – Impacts of Anticipated Growth 
 
The Board directed staff to analyze redistricting plans from the perspective of future growth. The 
forecasted growth used in the discussion and tables below is based on adjusting Loudoun County’s 
long-range forecasts prepared by 282 Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) to conform with the proposed 
election districts. While this adjustment can be imprecise along the boundaries of the election 
districts, it does provide data that illustrate where more versus less growth is forecast. Growth 
forecasts are derived from Loudoun County’s February 2021 submission for the Metropolitan 
Washington Council of Governments Round 9.2 Cooperative Forecast. Staff has provided 
statistical information by plan in Tables 2 through 4. Staff has also provided the deviation between 
the highest and lowest forecasted populations of the districts to put into context related to the 
Board’s 2021 Guideline for equal representation using 10% (+/-5) as an acceptable level of 
population deviation.  

 
Table 2. COLT Alternate Plan Forecasted Growth Analysis 

 
The COLT Alternate plan is forecasted to have a deviation between the highest and lowest 
populated districts in 2030 of 27.4%. 
 

District
2020 

Population

Deviation from 
Target 

Population 
(52,641)

Forecasted 
Growth 

2020-2030

Forecasted 
Growth 

2020-2030 
(%)

Deviation from 
Forecasted 2030 

Target Population 
(63,300)

District 1 53,645              1,004                         12,200                23% 4%
District 2 51,656              (985)                           900                      2% -20%
District 3 50,632              (2,009)                       19,300                38% 9%
District 4 50,692              (1,949)                       13,800                27% 2%
District 5 52,742              101                             5,500                  10% -9%
District 6 54,122              1,481                         11,100                21% 3%
District 7 54,118              1,477                         12,500                23% 5%
District 8 53,522              881                             9,800                  18% 0%
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Table 3. Fechter Plan Forecasted Growth Analysis 

 
The Fechter plan is forecasted to have a deviation between the highest and lowest populated 
districts in 2030 of 32.5%. 

 

Table 4. Letourneau-Turner Plan Forecasted Growth Analysis 

 
The Letourneau-Turner plan is forecasted to have a deviation between the highest and lowest 
populated districts in 2030 of 24.7%. 
 

Section 4 – Communities of Interest 
 
To evaluate a plan’s adherence to the guideline to preserve communities of interest, staff 
considered incorporated towns, unincorporated villages, Census Designated Places (CDP), and 
residential places. In particular, staff analyzed the Loudoun County Residential Communities data, 

District
2020 

Population

Deviation from 
Target 

Population 
(52,641)

Forecasted 
Growth 

2020-2030

Forecasted 
Growth 

2020-2030 
(%)

Deviation from 
Forecasted 2030 

Target Population 
(63,300)

District 1 53736 1,095                         8,000                  15% -3%
District 2 53326 685                             18,200                34% 12%
District 3 50127 (2,514)                       5,800                  12% -13%
District 4 52069 (572)                           9,800                  19% -2%
District 5 51656 (985)                           900                      2% -20%
District 6 51830 (811)                           11,800                23% 1%
District 7 53541 900                             19,600                37% 13%
District 8 54844 2,203                         11,100                20% 4%

District
2020 

Population

Deviation from 
Target 

Population 
(52,641)

Forecasted 
Growth 

2020-2030

Forecasted 
Growth 

2020-2030 
(%)

Deviation from 
Forecasted 2030 

Target Population 
(63,300)

District 1 51,656              (985)                           900                      2% -20%
District 2 52,230              (411)                           15,600                30% 7%
District 3 51,399              (1,242)                       13,500                26% 2%
District 4 50,590              (2,051)                       8,200                  16% -8%
District 5 53,809              1,168                         11,100                21% 2%
District 6 54,609              1,968                         12,400                23% 6%
District 7 52,896              255                             15,300                29% 7%
District 8 53,940              1,299                         8,300                  15% -2%
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which is maintained by the Department of Planning and Zoning. This data identifies 653 existing 
or approved residential projects/subdivisions. Staff further classified this data into Community 
size.  
 

• Small Community: Fewer than 200 residential units  
• Medium Community: 200 to 1,000 residential  
• Large Community: more than 1,000 residential units 

 
Five of Loudoun County’s seven incorporated towns and the majority of Loudoun's unincorporated 
villages and small to medium sized residential communities are not split by any plan district line 
or a precinct boundary. Staff has provided the percentage of “communities” that are preserved 
based on the “Large Communities” in the matrix (Attachment 3). For reference, the current election 
districts, adopted in 2011, currently have eight of the “Large Communities” divided between 
election districts. The refined plans range from dividing six “Large Communities,” in the COLT 
Alternate plan to dividing eight of the “Large Communities” in both the Fechter and Letourneau – 
Turner plan. For more detailed results by plan, a list of “Large Communities” that are divided by 
a plan is provided in the Submitted Redistricting Plan Report (Attachment 2). There was not a 
significant difference in the preservation of “Medium Communities” or “Small Communities” 
between plans, as all preserved both categories at greater than 90% and therefore these values are 
not included in the report or matrix. See Attachment 4 for a list of all communities that are included 
in the Residential Communities data.  
 
Previously staff had provided an analysis based on the CDP, but it was determined that those 
communities are included in and have more defined boundaries in the residential communities’ 
data.  
 
The division of larger residential communities/HOAs may be unavoidable due to the many factors 
that must be considered when developing a redistricting plan. The outcome in such situations is 
that some larger residential communities may be represented by more than one appointed or elected 
official. There may be both positive and negative aspects of a community being represented by 
more than one district. Further, note that staff’s analysis used the shape related to the land 
development application which may or may not directly equate to what is typically considered to 
be the community or HOA boundary.  
 
Section 5 – Public Comment 
 
Public Comment was received from the Redistricting Public Input Form, available from the 
Loudoun Redistricting webpage, and from general email correspondence. Comments received 
between the January 18, 2022, Board Business Meeting and February 9, 2022, are included as 
Attachment 5. Previously, comments were provided with the December 14, 2021 memo, and 
updated with the January 18, 2022, Loudoun County Redistricting Plan Development Item. Any 
public comment received after the packet distribution on February 10 will be emailed to the Board 
on February 15.  
 
 

https://www.loudoun.gov/FormCenter/Mapping-Geographic-Information-15/Local-Redistricting-in-Loudoun-County-290
https://www.loudoun.gov/FormCenter/Mapping-Geographic-Information-15/Local-Redistricting-in-Loudoun-County-290
https://www.loudoun.gov/redistricting
https://www.loudoun.gov/redistricting
mailto:Mapping@loudoun.gov
mailto:Mapping@loudoun.gov
https://lfportal.loudoun.gov/LFPortalinternet/0/edoc/560288/Item%2006%20Loudoun%20County%20Redistricting%20Plan%20Development.pdf
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Section 5: Modifying and Creating New Precinct Boundaries and Polling Place Locations 
 
Staff has determined that the county will need to develop new precincts to accommodate the new 
state district lines (Virginia House of Delegates and the Senate of Virginia). In some instances, 
staff may be able to simply adjust precinct boundaries incorporating voters into an existing 
precinct. A quick review shows the adopted state redistricting plans did not follow current precinct 
boundaries for the following precincts: 
 

 
House District Lines 

• Precinct 117 – Carter 
• Precinct 125 – Rock Ridge 
• Precinct 312 – Briar Woods 
• Precinct 316 – Creighton’s Corner 
• Precinct 319 – John Champe 
• Precinct 628 – Moorefield Station 
• Precinct 629 – Discovery 
• Precinct 707 – Claude Moore Park 

 
 
Senate District Lines 

• Precinct 312 – Briar Woods 
• Precinct 316 – Creighton’s Corner 
• Precinct 808 – Stone Bridge 
• Precinct 817 – Sanders Corner 

 
At this time, the Office of Elections believes it would also be advisable to create more consistently 
sized precincts to allow for better use of resources and provide equal access for all voters. This 
would be done by creating new precincts or modifying existing precinct boundaries to better 
balance the number of voters.  
 
Staff plans to return to the Board Business Meeting on March 15, 2022, with a detailed plan of the 
necessary precinct and polling place changes. Any new precincts created will require additional 
time for staff to ensure new polling places are available and agreements can be made. Staff will 
also need to prepare maps and the legal descriptions of any modified or new precinct boundaries 
for the legal advertisement/notification process. 
 
Section 6: District Naming for Redistricting Plans 
 
Staff recommends that the Board choose names for the districts no later than the March 15, 2022, 
Board Business Meeting, so that staff can incorporate the district names into the final plan and 
legal advertisement/notification process required for the May 11, 2022 Public Hearing. A gallery 
of the current and historic election district maps is available for reference. 
 
 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/omagi/albums/72157719426432936
https://www.flickr.com/photos/omagi/albums/72157719426432936


Item 5, 2021 Loudoun County Redistricting Update 
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February 15, 2022 
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Section 7: Status of Elections in 2022 
 
In 2022, an election will be held for House of Representatives (10th District) using the new 
Congressional District boundaries. Loudoun County will continue to be in the same Congressional 
District. Special Elections have been called for both the Leesburg and Broad Run District School 
Board seats to be held in November 2022 to fill the seats vacated by Beth Barts and Leslee King, 
respectfully. The November 2022 Special Election for these seats will be conducted using the 
election districts in place at the time the Special Elections were called. 
 
ISSUES: If extensive precinct changes are required, additional time will be needed to develop 
the language necessary for the notification and a public hearing later than May 2022 may be 
necessary. 

 
NEXT STEPS:  
 

• March 15, 2022, Board Business Meeting – Board chooses which plan to send to Public 
Hearing 

• May 11, 2022, Public Hearing - Board Adopts Redistricting Ordinance and ordinance 
revising precinct boundaries and polling places (with delayed effective date3) 

• By July 27, 2022 - New Election Districts, Precincts and Polling Places go into effect 
o Date based upon Attorney General of Virginia preclearance review  

 
FISCAL IMPACT: Funds in the amount of $300,000 for notifying voters of changes to districts 
and precincts were budgeted in FY 2021 and carried over to FY 2022. It is anticipated that these 
funds will be carried over to FY 2023 to mail notices. However, in the event that a special election 
is called for the House of Delegates due to redistricting during FY 2022, the use of FY 2022 funds 
(estimated at $300,000) would be required for a second mailing of voter cards to notify voters of 
local district and precinct changes, and staff would identify additional funds as needed in FY 2023. 
 
ALTERNATIVES:  
 
1. The Board may choose to select a redistricting plan for further refinements, addressing 

associated precinct and polling place modifications. 
 

2. The Board may choose to direct staff to complete further refinements, addressing associated 
precinct and polling place modifications for the three remaining redistricting plans.  Staff 
recommends that the Board choose only one plan due to the time that would be needed to 
complete the refinements and remain on course for a May 11, 2022, public hearing on the final 
proposed redistricting plan, including any necessary precinct and polling place changes. 

 

 
3 Pursuant to Virginia Code Section 24.2-129(D), the Board may seek a “certificate of no objection” (pre-clearance) 
in which the Attorney General has 60 days to issue. 
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DRAFT MOTIONS: 
 
1. I move that the Board of Supervisors direct staff to further refine the [insert name] Redistricting 

Plan by addressing all necessary precinct modifications and to return to the March 15, 2022, 
Board of Supervisors Business meeting with a final plan and for authorization of May 11, 2022, 
Public Hearing for adoption of Amendments to Chapter 207 and Chapter 209 of the Codified 
Ordinances. 
 

OR 
 
2. I move an alternate motion. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
 
1. Current Loudoun County Election Precincts Map 
2. Refined Redistricting Plans Report 
3. Refined Redistricting Plans Matrix 
4. Data Related to Communities of Interest – Communities List 
5. Public Input Form and Email Communication Log (January 19, 2022 - February 9, 2022) 
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107  Little River
108  Mercer
112  Freedom
114  Dulles South
117  Carter
118  Moorefield
119  Arcola
120  Lunsford
121  Town Hall
122  Hutchison Farm
123  Cardinal Ridge
124  Liberty
125  Rock Ridge
126  Goshen Post
207  River Bend
208  Algonkian
209  Potomac Falls
210  Cascades
213  Countryside
214  Sugarland North
215  Sugarland South
216  Lowes Island
217  South Bank
218  University Center
219  Galilee Church

301  Purcellville
302  Round Hill
303  Hillsboro
305  Philomont
307  Middleburg
308  St. Louis
309  Aldie
310  Mountain View
311  Round Hill Elementary
312  Briar Woods
313  Pinebrook
314  Legacy
315  Firehouse
316  Creighton's Corner
318  Madison's Trust
319  John Champe
320  Stone Hill
321  Brambleton Middle
322  Buffalo Trail

401  West Lovettsville
402  Waterford
403  Lucketts
407  Harper Park
408  Evergreen
409  Clarkes Gap
411  East Lovettsville
413  Tuscarora
414  Red Rock
416  Hamilton
420  River Creek
421  Between the Hills
422  Sycolin Creek
501  West Leesburg
502  East Leesburg
503  Dry Mill
504  Smart's Mill
505  Cool Spring
506  Brandon Park
507  Greenway
508  Balls Bluff
509  Tolbert
510  Heritage
615  Hillside
616  Eagle Ridge
617  Oak Grove
619  Ridgetop
620  Russell Branch
621  Dominion Trail
622  Farmwell Station
623  Weller
625  Mill Run
626  Ashby Ponds
627  Ashbrook
628  Moorefield Station
629  Discovery

701  Sully
702  Park View
703  Rolling Ridge
705  Forest Grove
707  Claude Moore Park
708  Seneca
709  Mirror Ridge
710  Sterling
808  Stone Bridge
810  Cedar Lane
813  Seldens Landing
814  Newton-Lee
815  Belmont Ridge
817  Sanders Corner
818  Broad Run
819  Heritage Church
820  Belmont Station
822  Riverside



REFINED Redistricting Plan Report 

 

Plan Name: Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT) - Alternate (refined) 

 

Plan Map  

 

In support of more detailed review or comparison of plans, visit the Submitted Redistricting Plan Viewer. 

 

 

  

https://loudoungis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=7871e1e88ba34faab6d6b958eab7c9d3


Communities of Interest -Communities that are Split by Districts for this plan 

Towns 

Leesburg 

Large Communities (>1,000 Residential  Units; 32 in total) 

Ashburn Village 

Brambleton 

Broadlands 

Lansdowne 

Potomac Green 

Silver District West

 

Common Interests – Policy Area Representation Analysis 

The below table summarizes how the General Plan Policy Areas are represented by the proposed districts for 
this plan.  

  Policy Area 
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Plan: COLT (Alternate) REFINED

District No. TOTAL Population Target Population Target Deviation
Target Deviation 

(%)
Non‐Hispanic 

white (%) Hispanic (%)
Non‐Hispanic black 

(%)
Non‐Hispanic Asian 

(%)

Non‐Hispanic 
Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander (%)

Non‐Hispanic some 
other race (%)

D1 53,645 52,641 1,004 1.91 38.79 8.78 9.76 40.1 0.12 0.99
D2 51,656 52,641 ‐985 ‐1.87 53.24 19.09 7.95 16.81 0.11 1.45
D3 50,632 52,641 ‐2,009 ‐3.82 59.09 7.34 6.64 23.75 0.12 1.34
D4 50,692 52,641 ‐1,949 ‐3.7 71.11 8.76 5.11 11.85 0.08 1.58
D5 52,742 52,641 101 0.19 56.67 20.3 9.35 10.88 0.09 1.22
D6 54,122 52,641 1,481 2.81 39.9 7.48 8.25 41.83 0.09 1.07
D7 54,118 52,641 1,477 2.81 37.24 31.66 9.22 19.32 0.06 1.24
D8 53,522 52,641 881 1.67 57.84 9.58 7.46 22.21 0.1 1.31

TOTAL Population: 421,129
Mean Target Population: 52,641
Mean Deviation: 1,236
Mean Percent Deviation: 2.35
Largest Positive Deviation: 1,481
Largest Negative Deviation: ‐2,009
Overall Range in Deviation: 3,490
Overall Range in Deviation 
Percentage: 6.63

Population Summary Report



Plan: COLT (Alternate) REFINED

District Polygon Area (sq. mi) Perimeter (mi) Reock Area/Convex Hull Grofman Schwartzberg Polsby Popper Holes

Unassigned 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D1 33.25 33.31 0.42 0.75 5.78 1.63 0.38 0
D2 13.86 18.65 0.31 0.91 5.01 1.41 0.5 0
D3 237.49 121.61 0.26 0.55 7.89 2.23 0.2 0
D4 181.25 91.84 0.39 0.75 6.82 1.92 0.27 0
D5 13.59 23.99 0.37 0.72 6.51 1.84 0.3 0
D6 12.17 19.93 0.55 0.76 5.71 1.61 0.38 0
D7 15.6 23.77 0.27 0.75 6.02 1.7 0.35 0
D8 14.77 22.43 0.5 0.79 5.83 1.65 0.37 0

0.38 0.34

District Compactness Report



REFINED Redistricting Plan Report 

 

Plan Name: Fechter Plan (refined) 

 

Plan Map  

 

In support of more detailed review or comparison of plans, visit the Submitted Redistricting Plan Viewer. 

 

 

  

https://loudoungis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=7871e1e88ba34faab6d6b958eab7c9d3


Communities of Interest -Communities that are Split by Districts for this plan 

Towns 

Leesburg

Large Communities (>1,000 Residential  Units; 32 in total) 

Ashburn Farm 

Ashburn Village 

Brambleton 

Broadlands 

Loudoun Valley Estates II 

Potomac Green 

Potomac Station 

Stone Ridge 

 

Common Interests – Policy Area Representation Analysis 

The below table summarizes how the General Plan Policy Areas are represented by the proposed districts for 
this plan.  

  Policy Area 
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Plan: Fechter ‐ REFINED Plan

District No. TOTAL Population Target Population Target Deviation
Target Deviation 

(%)
Non‐Hispanic 

white (%) Hispanic (%)
Non‐Hispanic black 

(%)
Non‐Hispanic Asian 

(%)

Non‐Hispanic 
Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander (%)

Non‐Hispanic some 
other race (%)

D1 53,736 52,641 1,095 2.08 78.94 8.03 4.17 5.23 0.09 1.56
D2 53,326 52,641 685 1.3 44.34 7.89 8.44 36.44 0.09 1.29
D3 50,127 52,641 ‐2,514 ‐4.78 56.44 20.92 9.26 10.56 0.08 1.22
D4 52,069 52,641 ‐572 ‐1.09 40.16 8.05 8.9 40.32 0.14 0.98
D5 51,656 52,641 ‐985 ‐1.87 53.24 19.09 7.95 16.81 0.11 1.45
D6 51,830 52,641 ‐811 ‐1.54 32.12 32.85 9.75 22.66 0.07 1.24
D7 53,541 52,641 900 1.71 60.18 9.18 7.75 20.29 0.11 1.36
D8 54,844 52,641 2,203 4.18 46.01 8.64 7.92 34.88 0.1 1.07

TOTAL Population: 421,129
Mean Target Population: 52,641
Mean Deviation: 1,221
Mean Percent Deviation: 2.32
Largest Positive Deviation: 2,203
Largest Negative Deviation: ‐2,514
Overall Range in Deviation: 4,717
Overall Range in Deviation 
Percentage: 8.96

Population Summary Report



Plan: Fechter ‐ REFINED Plan

District Polygon Area (sq. mi) Perimeter (mi) Reock Area/Convex Hull Grofman Schwartzberg Polsby Popper Holes

Unassigned 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D1 299.78 99.88 0.4 0.8 5.77 1.63 0.38 0
D2 95.14 60.2 0.48 0.82 6.17 1.74 0.33 0
D3 16.07 26.62 0.41 0.67 6.64 1.87 0.28 0
D4 22.02 26.41 0.42 0.8 5.63 1.59 0.4 0
D5 13.86 18.65 0.31 0.91 5.01 1.41 0.5 0
D6 37.19 36.87 0.39 0.83 6.05 1.71 0.34 0
D7 24.66 37.1 0.38 0.73 7.47 2.11 0.23 0
D8 13.38 26.59 0.32 0.66 7.27 2.05 0.24 0

0.39 0.34

District Compactness Report



REFINED Redistricting Plan Report 

 

Plan Name: Letourneau - Turner (refined) 

 

Plan Map  

 

In support of more detailed review or comparison of plans, visit the Submitted Redistricting Plan Viewer. 

 

 

  

https://loudoungis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=7871e1e88ba34faab6d6b958eab7c9d3


Communities of Interest -Communities that are Split by Districts for this plan 

Towns 

None 

Large Communities (>1,000 Residential  Units; 32 in total) 

Ashburn Farm 

Ashburn Village 

Birchwood At Brambleton 

Broadlands 

Kirkpatrick Farms 

Loudoun Valley Estates II 

Potomac Station 

Silver District West 

 

Common Interests – Policy Area Representation Analysis 

The below table summarizes how the General Plan Policy Areas are represented by the proposed districts for 
this plan.  

  Policy Area 
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Plan: Letourneau ‐ Turner 
REFINED Plan

District No. TOTAL Population Target Population Target Deviation
Target Deviation 

(%)
Non‐Hispanic 

white (%) Hispanic (%)
Non‐Hispanic 

black (%)
Non‐Hispanic 

Asian (%)

Non‐Hispanic 
Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander (%)

Non‐Hispanic 
some other race 

(%)

D1 51,656 52,641 ‐985 ‐1.87 53.24 19.09 7.95 16.81 0.11 1.45
D2 52,230 52,641 ‐411 ‐0.78 29.43 32.06 9.31 26.58 0.06 1.27
D3 51,399 52,641 ‐1,242 ‐2.36 57.4 8.68 7.71 23.26 0.13 1.39
D4 50,590 52,641 ‐2,051 ‐3.9 50.89 9.63 8.82 28.13 0.09 1.08
D5 53,809 52,641 1,168 2.22 38.52 8.24 9.4 41.32 0.12 0.94
D6 54,609 52,641 1,968 3.74 57.18 20.3 9.07 10.94 0.08 1.21
D7 52,896 52,641 255 0.48 45.86 7.44 7.59 36.21 0.1 1.27
D8 53,940 52,641 1,299 2.47 78.86 8.06 4.18 5.26 0.09 1.56

TOTAL Population: 421,129
Mean Target Population: 52,641
Mean Deviation: 1,172
Mean Percent Deviation: 2.23
Largest Positive Deviation: 1,968
Largest Negative Deviation: ‐2,051
Overall Range in Deviation: 4,019
Overall Range in Deviation 
Percentage: 7.63

Population Summary Report



Plan: Letourneau ‐ Turner REFINED Plan

District Polygon Area (sq. mi) Perimeter (mi) Reock Area/Convex Hull Grofman Schwartzberg Polsby Popper Holes

Unassigned 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D1 13.86 18.65 0.31 0.91 5.01 1.41 0.5 0
D2 20.48 30.18 0.34 0.66 6.67 1.88 0.28 0
D3 18.55 30.13 0.29 0.68 7 1.97 0.26 0
D4 12.87 22.68 0.38 0.73 6.32 1.78 0.31 0
D5 33.44 31.37 0.35 0.82 5.42 1.53 0.43 0
D6 23.89 28.64 0.56 0.8 5.86 1.65 0.37 0
D7 96.23 79.77 0.37 0.64 8.13 2.29 0.19 0
D8 302.87 98.45 0.41 0.81 5.66 1.6 0.39 0

0.38 0.34

District Compactness Report



Refined Plans – Guideline Adherence Matrix
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Data Related to Communities of Interest – Communities List 

Large Communities (> 1,000 Residential  Units) 

Arcola Center 

Ashburn Farm 

Ashburn Village 

Ashby Ponds 

Belmont Country Club 

Birchwood At Brambleton 

Brambleton 

Broadlands 

Cascades 

Countryside 

Dulles Town Center 

Hub, The 

Kincora 

Kirkpatrick Farms 

Lansdowne 

Leisure World 

Loudoun Valley Estates II 

Lowes Island 

Moorefield Station 

One Loudoun 

Potomac Green 

Potomac Station 

River Creek 

Silver District West 

South Riding 

Sterling Park 

Stone Ridge 

Sugarland Run 

University Center 

Villages At Round Hill 

Virginia Manor 

Waterside 

 

Medium Communities (200 – 1,000 Residential  Units)

Alexanders Chase 

Ashbrook 

Ashburn Station/Regency 

Ashburn Village, Regency At 
Ashburn 

Atley On The Greenway 

Avonlea 

Beacon Hill 

Bellemeade Farms 

Belmont Glen Village 

Belmont Greene 

Broad Run Farms 

Broadlands Ashburn Metro 

Carisbrooke 

Cattail Run 

Cedar Hunt 

Chase Heritage 

Chatham Green 

Country Club Green Condo 

Courtland Farm Rural Village 

Crescent Parke 

Crescent Place 

Crestwood Hamlet 

Dawsons Corner 

Dominion Station 

Dulles Town Center, Parc Dulles 
At 

Dulles Town Center, Remington 
At 

East Gate 

Eastview At Stone Ridge 

Eden 

Edwards Landing 

Elysian Heights, Village Green At 

Environs 

Exeter 

Exeter Hills 

Fairfield At Silo Creek 

Falcons Landing 

Farmwell Hunt 

Fields At Cascades 

Fields Of Leesburg 

Flynn'S Crossing 

Forest Ridge 

Fox Chapel At Tudor Knolls 

Fox Chase At Exeter 

Fox Creek 



Foxridge 

Glascock Field At Stone Ridge 

Goose Creek Preserve 

Goose Creek Village East 

Goose Creek Village North 

Goose Creek Village North, 
Century Corner At 

Gramercy District 

Great Falls Chase 

Great Falls Forest 

Greene Mill Preserve 

Greenway Farm 

Grovewood 

Hartland 

Heritage Square 

Hirst Farm 

Historic Selma Estates 

Kincaid Forest 

Leegate 

Leesburg Country Club 

Lenah Mill 

Lenah Run 

Lexington 7 

Loudoun Crossing 

Loudoun Parkway Center 

Loudoun Station 

Loudoun Valley Estates I 

Loudoun Valley Estates III 

Loudoun View 

Lovettsville Town Center 

Manor, The 

Marbury 

Martins Chase 

Mayfair (Autumn Hill) 

Meadowbrook Farm Estates 

Mirror Ridge 

Montebello Farms 

Newberry 

Northlake 

Oaklawn 

Parkside At Ashburn 

Peace Plantation I 

Peace Plantation II 

Pembrooke 

Poland Hill 

Potomac Crossing 

Potomac Hunt 

Providence Village 

Raspberry Falls 

Red Cedar 

Regency At Belmont 

Richland Forest 

Ridges At Ashburn 

Ridings At Blue Spring 

River Pointe 

South Bank 

South Village 

Spring Grove Farm 

Spring Lakes 

Stowers 

Stratford 

Sycamore Hill 

Tavistock Farms 

Townes At East Gate 

Trailside 

Tuscarora Crossing 

Village At Leesburg 

Waltonwood South Riding 

Waxpool Crossing 

Westerley 

Westridge 

Whitman Property 

Willowsford, The Grange 

Willowsford, The Grant 

Willowsford, The Greens 

Willowsford, The Grove 

Windmill Parc 

Windsor At Fieldstone 

Woodlea Manor 

Woodstone 

 

Small Communities (<200 Residential Units) 

Addison Mcdonald Properties Airmont Farms Airmont Meadows 



Aldie Estates 

Alexandras Grove 

Alphin 

Amberleigh 

Andover Meadow 

Arcadia Sunberry 

Arcadia Twin Ponds 

Arcola Farms 

Arl Subdivision 

Ashbrier 

Ashbrook Residential 

Ashburn Knolls 

Ashburn Manor 

Ashburn Mews 

Ashburn Overlook 

Ashburn Place 

Ashburn Run 

Ashburn Square 

Ashburn Station 

Ashburn Valley 

Ashby Farm Estates 

Ashlea Trail 

Ashleigh 

Ashley Springs 

Ashton Downs 

Atoka Chase 

Autumn Oaks, Townes At 

Avonlea Reserve 

Ayrlee 

Bailey Division 

Banyan Cove 

Barclay Ridge 

Barclay Woods 

Barkleys Pointe 

Battle Peak Farm 

Beauregard Estates 

Beauregard Heights 

Beauregard Overlook 

Belfort Mews 

Belfort Park Townhomes 

Belmont Bluff 

Belmont Country Club, Chase At  

Belmont Country Club, Hunt At 

Belmont County Club, Reserve 
At 

Belmont Estates 

Belmont Ridge 

Belmont Trace 

Big Spring Farm 

Big Woods 

Birch Hollow Hamlet 

Black Oak Creek 

Black Oak Ridge 

Blue Ridge Chase 

Blue Ridge Estates (Ball 
Property) 

Blue Ridge Glen 

Blue Ridge Summit 

Blue Spring Farm 

Bolington Estates 

Bolington Road Subdivision 

Braddock Corner 

Brambleton, Ryan Road 
Property 

Breckenridge 

Brentwood Springs 

Briarfield Estates 

Brickyard 

Broadlands, Section 208 

Broadlands, Section 23 

Broadoak 

Brookmeade 

Brown Division 

Browns Farm 

Browns Meadow 

Bruce 

Burke Ratliff Farms 

Cabin Branch Forest 

Cadence At Lansdowne 

Cameron Chase 

Canby 

Canterbury 

Cardinal Glen 

Cardine Torris 

Carnaby Square 

Carolina Acres 

Carriage Ridge 

Carriage Way 

Carrvale 

Carter Farm Estates 

Carters Grove 

Cascades Overlook, Town 
Center 



Cascades Place 

Cascades Village 

Caskey Farm 

Catoctin Creeks 

Catoctin Meadows 

Catoctin Springs 

Catoctin View 

Cavalier Arms 

Cedar Crest 

Cedar Ridge 

Cedar Walk 

Chesterfield Place 

Chestnut Hill Farms 

Chestnut Hills 

Chudleigh Farm 

Church & Market 

Churchill Downs 

Colts Run 

Connemara Woods 

Cookes Crossing 

Cornwall Commons 

Cortland Square 

Country Club Hills 

Courtland Hills 

Courts Of Ashburn 

Courts Of St Francis 

Cramer Division 

Dakota Creek Farm 

Dal Shar Estates 

Debutts Division 

Deerfield 

Denton Terrace 

Devonshire 

Dobbins Creek 

Dominion View 

Downey Farm 

Dulles Parkway Center 

Dulles Town Center, Colonnade 

Dunrobin 

Dunthorpe Farms 

Dutchmans Creek 

Eagle Creek 

East Et Alt Division 

East Quarter 

East Riding 

Eastgate Square 

Ecovillage 

Elk Lick Estates 

Elklick Preserve 

Emerald Park Estates 

Estates At Creighton Farms 

Estates At Elk Run 

Estates At Evergreen 

Evans Ridge 

Evergreen 

Evergreen Meadows 

Evergreen Reserve 

Everhart Acres 

Evermont Trace 

Fairview 

Falconaire 

Falls Wood 

Farmington On The Green 

Farmwell 

Faulkners Landing 

Fawn Meadow 

Federal Towers 

Federal Village 

Five Oaks 

Forest Manor 

Forest Ridge, The Estates Of 

Forest View 

Fox Gate 

Fox Hills 

Fox Meadow 

Fox Run 

Foxfield 

Foxlee 

Francis Farm 

Frontier Spring 

Frye Division 

Furnace Mountain Estates 

Gardner Meadows 

Glaydin Acres 

Glen Apartments, The 

Glenmore Farm 

Glynn Tarra Estates 

Golden Springs 

Goose Creek Bend 

Goose Creek Chase 

Goose Creek Club 

Goose Creek Farms 



Goose Creek Village, The Glen 
At 

Gore Subdivision 

Great Falls Overlook 

Green Hill Farm 

Greenfield Crossing 

Greens, The 

Greenwood Commons 

Grenata 

Hallcrest, Townes At 

Hamilton Acres 

Hamilton Knolls 

Hamilton Meadow 

Hamilton Station Estates 

Hamilton Terrace 

Hamlet At Leesburg, The 

Hamlets Of Blue Ridge, The 

Hannan Division 

Hardey 

Harmony Vista Estates 

Harwood Division 

Hawks View Glen 

Hawthorne Division 

Heather Knolls 

Heritage Highlands 

Heritage Hills 

Heskett Division 

Hetzel Division 

High Ridge Acres 

Highlands, The 

Hillcrest 

Hillwood Estates 

Hillwood Oaks 

Hogan Kent Green 

Hoopes Subdivision 

Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute 

Hunt Country Estates 

Hunt Ridge Preserve 

Hunters Hill Hamlet 

Hunting Hill 

Huntleigh At Creighton Farms 

Hunts End 

Hyatt Subdivision 

Jack'S Run 

Janelia Farm 

Jefferson Knolls 

Jefferson Village 

Jonella Farm 

Jones Farm 

Kalnasy Division 

Keena Farm 

Kelley 

Ketocktin Farm Estates 

Kimmitt Property 

King Street Station 

Kingdom Farm 

Kings Crossing 

Kings Ridge 

Kingsbridge Manor 

Lake Hill 

Lake Ridge Estates 

Lakes At Belle Terra 

Lakeview Village 

Lambert 

Lansdowne, Hawthorn At 

Lansdowne, Poet'S Walk 

Lansdowne, Vistas At (Ashleigh 
At Lansdowne) 

Leeland Heights 

Lees Crossing 

Leesburg Crossing 

Leesburg Estates 

Leesburg Gateway 

Leesburg Station 

Leesburg West 

Lenah Woods 

Light Ridge 

Lim Property 

Lincoln Acres 

Linden Hill 

Little River Commons 

Little River Estates 

Little River Farms 

Lochewood 

Lochewood Manor 

Lodge Land Farms 

Lone Oak 

Long Meadow Hamlet 

Longmoor Farm Estates 

Longview 

Loudoun Hills 

Loudoun Place 



Loudoun Valley Heights 

Loudoun West 

Lovella 

Lovettsville Glen 

Lowenbach 

Lowes Point 

Lowry Division 

Loy Estates 

Madison House 

Main Street Village 

Manors Of Leesburg 

Marches, The 

Marrwood At Stone Ridge 

Mayfair 

Mcintosh Farms 

Mead Hill 

Meadow Glen 

Meadows 

Meeting House Farm 

Melmore 

Melody Farms 

Melrose Farm 

Middleburg Downs 

Milhoven 

Miller'S Reserve 

Milligans Run 

Moler Subdivision 

Monroe Manor 

Montgomery Division 

Moon Glade Farm 

Moorcones 

Moreland Estates 

Morley Corner 

Mosby Square 

Mosbys Crossing 

Mount Gilead Hamlet 

Mount Pleasant 

Mt Gilead Acres 

New Town Meadows 

Nicholson Farm 

Normandy Village 

North Riding 

Norwood 

O Malley Division 

Oak Knoll Farms 

Oak Knoll Hamlet 

Oak Tree 

Oak View 

Oaklawn, Poets Walk At 

Oaks, The 

Old Dominion Valley 

Old Sterling Gable 

Old Waterford Knoll 

Old Wheatland Estates 

Opeka Division 

Orchards At Round Hill 

Overlook At Cascades 

Park At Belle Terra 

Park Meadows 

Park View Estates 

Parkside At Dulles 

Parkview 

Patent House Farm 

Paxton 

Peacock Division 

Peer Manor 

Plaza Village Townhouses 

Poplar Hill 

Potomac Farms 

Potomac Point 

Potomac Station Marketplace 

Potomac Terrace 

Prospect Hills 

Providence Glen 

Providence Ridge 

Proximity 

Purcellville Green 

Purcellville Manor 

Purcellville Ridge 

Quail Creek 

Quail Pond Estates 

Quarter Branch 

Radford 

Redbud Acres 

Regency, The 

Regional Piedmont Subdivision 

Reserve At Belle Terra 

Reserve At Rokeby Farm 

Reserve At South Riding 

Reserve At Waterford 

Reserve At Waxpool 

Reserve At Wheatlands 

Reservoir Ridge 



Retreat At South Village 

Richland Acres 

Ridgeview Estates 

Ridings, The 

River Bank Woods 

River Crest 

River Crest (University Center, 
Overlook At) 

Rivers Edge 

Rock Spring 

Rock Spring Heights 

Rockbridge 

Rockhill Center Estates 

Rolling Acres 

Rolling Brook 

Rolling Ridge 

Rolling Woods 

Rose Hill Estates 

Rosebrook 

Rosedale 

Rosemeade 

Rosemont Farm 

Roxboro 

Roxbury Heights 

Ruffner Division 

Ryans Ridge 

Saddlebrook 

Salamander Resort And Spa 

Salem Farms 

Saratoga 

Sattley 

Savoy Woods Estates 

Schoene Property 

Seneca Chase 

Seneca Ridge 

Shattuck Division 

Shenstone 

Shoemaker 

Short Hills View 

Shry 

Silver Oaks 

Sisler 

Sommers Time Farm 

South Fork 

South Gate 

Springdale 

Station View 

Steeplechase Run 

Sterling Meadow 

Stone Eden Farm 

Stone Fox Estates 

Stonebrook Farms Hamlet 

Stonegate 

Stoneleigh 

Stowers Division 

Stratshire Crossing 

Sugarland Hill 

Sugarland Oaks 

Sycolin Creek 

Tall Cedar Estates 

Tall Oaks 

Tanglewood, Enclave At 

Tanglewood, The Preserve At 

Tavistock Farms, Somerset Park 

Taylorstown Meadows 

Telegraph Springs 

Thomas & Hetzel Division 

Timberbrooke 

Touchstone Farm 

Townes Of Branbury Glen 

Townes Of Vanderbilt 

Trail View Ashburn 

Trailside At Ashburn 

Treburg 

Trente Grove 

Tuscarora Creek 

Unger Division 

Union Court 

Valley Springs 

Valley View Estates 

Valley Vista 

Vantage Pointe 

Village At Belmont Ridge 

Village Case 

Village Of Waxpool 

Villages At Lovettsville (Keena 
Subdivision) 

Villages Of Purcellville 

Vineyard Square 

Virginia Knolls 

Walnut Grove 

Waltonwood Ashburn 

Warren Hill 



Washington And Lee University 

Waterfield Hamlet 

Waterford Creek 

Waterford Crest 

Waterford Downs 

Waterford Heights 

Waterford Meadows 

Waterford Ridge 

Waterford View Estates 

Waverley Heights 

Waxpool Village 

Weller'S Corner 

Westbrook 

Westbury Glen 

Westview Estates 

Wheatland Estates 

White Oak 

White Oak Crest At Virginia 
Manor 

Whitehall Farm 

Wild Meadow 

William Waters House 
Apartments 

Williams Division 

Willowin Farm 

Wills Division 

Wilmar 

Wilt Division 

Windermere 

Winding Creek 

Windy Hill Subdivision 

Winodee 

Winsbury 

Winsbury West 

Woodberry 

Woodburn 

Woodburn Estates 

Woodland Village 

Woodmar Farm Hamlet 

Wright Farm 

Wulf Crest Farm 

Zylstra Division 

 

 

 



NAME DISTRICT COMMENT DATE

Ashley Taylor Dulles

Dear Supervisors:
As a constituent in the Dulles District, we ask that you consider moving forward the redistricting plans titled 
Letourneau 1 or 2. These plans preserve our community within one district. In our opinion, communities of 
interest are served best when they are represented as a contiguous voting district. Of the 20 current 
proposals these plans best accomplish that goal.
Thank you for your consideration.

1/19/2022

Donald Owens Dulles

Dear Supervisors:
As a constituent in the Dulles District, I request that you consider moving forward the redistricting plans 
titled Letourneau 1 or 2. These plans preserve our community within one district. In our opinion, 
communities of interest are served best when they are represented as a contiguous voting district. Of the 
20 current proposals these plans best accomplish that goal.
Thank you for your consideration. 1/19/2022

Peter Leonard-Morgan Blue Ridge

I strongly feel that the Western Loudoun rural area should include two districts so that this large 
geographic area is properly represented. The Coalition of Loudoun Townsâ€™ map and also that entitled 
the Senty plan appear to capture this best, so I support either. Thank you. 1/19/2022

Alison Simon-Kissel Ashburn

The Letourneau/Turner plan is the best redistricting plan that was submitted. It does the best job of 
keeping specific communities aligned with their current identities. This is the most significant and relevant 
plan for the future. The COLT plan is just a big old mess, and the Fletcher plan divides what we understand 
of pre-existing communities far too much. 1/23/2022

Wendy Bebie Blue Ridge
I support the COLT plan.  Loudoun needs to have two rural/western districts to maintain balance on the 
BOS in order to keep the interests of the Rural Policy Area protected and promoted. 1/24/2022

Paul Newman Blue Ridge I am a Willowsford resident, and support the COLT and Letourneau plans. 1/24/2022
Matt Bucco Ashburn I support the Colt plan. Leave two representatives in Western Loudoun 1/24/2022

Ram Venkatachalam Blue Ridge

Ranking of the plans:

1. COLT Plan
2. Letourneau plan
3. Fechter plan 1/24/2022

Jim Herbert Blue Ridge
Choose the Coalition of Loudoun Towns COLT redistricting plan, to maintain two western Loudoun districts, 
each with populations balanced with the other county districts 1/24/2022

Charles Salas Broad Run I support the colt plan for redistricting. 1/24/2022



Douglas Norton Ashburn Please consider voting for the COLT Plan, as it most aligns with my preferences. 1/24/2022
Robert  Martin Jr Blue Ridge I support the Colt redistricting plan as it the most balanced and equitable. 1/24/2022

Eben Wells Blue Ridge

Brambleton should not be included in a Western District just to balance the numbers.  We continue to hear 
about the different needs between Western and Eastern Loudoun.  This would be in direct conflict of that 
goal and simply but Brambleton in a district that has different goals than the community. 1/24/2022

Jennifer Pav Broad Run My preference is the Letourneau Turner plan. 1/24/2022

Kere Harper Blue Ridge
I support letourneus plan, as it puts the communities on one side of gum spring with Dulles district and not 
blue ridge. It makes more sense considering our locale, and closer to Ffx line. 1/24/2022

Elizabeth Dickson Blue Ridge I prefer the Colt plan 1/24/2022

Tim McGovern Blue Ridge

As a homeowner and landowner in Western Loudoun, I'm writing to express my strong preference for the 
Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT) alternate plan for the redistricting of the County. The West needs 
continued strong support to prevent the over development we continue to see in Eastern Loudoun. I 
believe two Supervisors are required to manage and advocate for the West, not just a single Supervisor. I 
therefore strongly urge the Board of Supervisors to select the COLT plan. Thank you. 1/24/2022

Martha Polkey Catoctin
The COLT plan best serves the interests of rural and suburban sections of the county, represents 
communities of interest, and aligns with AR-1 and AR-2 zoning. 1/24/2022

James Brangan Leesburg I support the Colt Plan 1/24/2022
Heeren Patel Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022

Ann Donald Blue Ridge
It only make sense to keep Brambleton as a whole community and proceed with the Murphy plan. Please 
consider keeping this beautiful community as one. Thank you. 1/24/2022

Kristen Scambos Blue Ridge COLT plan 1/24/2022
Rich Maye Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan 1/24/2022

Erin Poole Blue Ridge

Please support the COLT plan for redistricting! Western Loudounâ€™s diverse issues and large geographic 
area require two representatives to effectively represent and support the citizens in the western portion of 
our county. 1/24/2022

Thomas Samuels Leesburg I support the Colt plan 1/24/2022

Cielo  Ibarra Blue Ridge
I do not support the COLT plan. I prefer the Letourneau  or Fetcher plan. The needs Western Loudoun are 
not the same of a district that includes South Riding / Aldie. 1/24/2022

Netafay Smith Blue Ridge I prefer the colt plan. 1/24/2022
Paul Jester Catoctin I like the Colt Plan. 1/24/2022
Jason  Shroot Ashburn Vote for COLT Plan please. 1/24/2022
Suzanne Walters Blue Ridge I support the Colt option for redistricing. 1/24/2022



Rachele Nestor Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan 1/24/2022

Lialeh Eagan Blue Ridge
I support the Colt Plan for redistricting. Western Loudoun needs the representation of 2 individuals. 
Western Loudoun should have fair representation. 1/24/2022

Adam Schenkel Dulles I support the COLT redistributing plan. 1/24/2022

Kathy Durand Blue Ridge
I support the Colt plan that keeps 2 western Loudoun representatives which is important for maintaining 
our rural interests.  1/24/2022

Carrie Dever Catoctin

I believe my area best aligns with the Fetcher plan.  I am in the TPA and we donâ€™t have the same 
priorities as Lovettsville, etc which are currently in our district.  I think we sign best with parts of the 
current Blue Ridge district which appears to be best represented in the Fetcher Plan. 1/24/2022

Janice Mottram Leesburg I support the letourneau redistricting plan 1/24/2022
Joan Worthington Blue Ridge The Colt plan represents the most balanced redistricting.  1/24/2022

Elizabeth Wallace Blue Ridge

I support the Colt redistributing plan that provides 2 supervisors to represent western Loudoun and itâ€™s 
unique interests. I donâ€™t think a developed community such as Brambleton should be represent by a 
supervisor that also represents the more rural areas but should be represented by someone who best 
understands their issues. 1/24/2022

John Rowell Leesburg

We would ask that you support the COLT plan for redistricting of Loudoun County.  It is by far the most 
balanced remaining proposal on the table and the only plan that adequately represents the citizens of 
Loudoun County.  

Thank you, The Rowell Family 1/24/2022

Jason Erdman Blue Ridge I support the proposed COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Jessica Sharp Blue Ridge Colt Plan- Brambleton needs to be in the eastern districts 1/24/2022

Peter Leonard-Morgan Blue Ridge

I fully support the COLT plan (which I had endorsed before it became a finalist with two other plans). It 
allows for two representatives in the large western Loudoun portion and treats the highly populated 
Brambleton area to get its own. 1/24/2022



Melissa Wahlfeld Blue Ridge

I would like to express my support for the COLT Plan. Maintaining fair representation for all regions is vital 
as the area develops, the population expands, and differences in priorities between the areas become 
more diverse.

The benefits of this plan include: 

Western Loudoun maintains two representatives.

Brambleton is redistricted into an eastern District

Balanced District populations 1/24/2022

Jennifer Adcock Blue Ridge Prefer redistricting Colt plan.  Brambleton has no business in a western district.  1/24/2022
Stephen Riccio I support the Colt plan. 1/24/2022
David Ward Catoctin COLT Plan 1/24/2022

Stephen Eid Blue Ridge
I support the COLT redistricting plan.  Please approve this plan for the new Board of Supervisor districts.  
Thanks.  1/24/2022

Diana Twining 1/24/2022
Diana Twining Makes much more sense 1/24/2022
sepehr kousha Blue Ridge Prefer the colt plan for redistricting the county as it serves our community better 1/24/2022
James Cumming Blue Ridge Please choose the Fechter Plan 1/24/2022
Barbara Aubrey Blue Ridge I feel that the Colt Plan for redistributing gives more representation to the citizens of LoCo 1/24/2022
Matthew Schwartz Dulles I support the COLT plan. It is important that Brambleton is kept as part of eastern Loudoun. 1/24/2022
Walter Peter I support the Colt plan 1/24/2022

Kathleen Giusti Blue Ridge

The COLT plan just makes the most sense by ensuring that Western Loudoun is represented for what it is - 
Western Loudoun.  Brambleton is a "Little Ashburn" and it's wants/needs/requirements are very different 
from what is wanted/needed in Western Loudoun 1/24/2022

Tom Curtis Blue Ridge I prefer the COLT redistricting plan. 1/24/2022
Noah Kolos Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan for redistricting. 1/24/2022

Peter Bills Blue Ridge
I urge the board to select the Colt redistricting plan.  I believe it best represents the interests of the citizens 
in the county. 1/24/2022

Priscilla Odonnell Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan. 1/24/2022
Robert Snyder COLT 1/24/2022
Chris Potts Catoctin I support the Colt redistricting map. 1/24/2022



Laura  Boudreaux Catoctin I support the Colt plan.  Westwrn loudoun needs two representatives on the board. 1/24/2022

Alan  Bolstridge Blue Ridge I totally support the COLT PLAN.  The west is a majority land area and should have two supervisors. 1/24/2022
Norman Myers Leesburg I support the COLT redistricting plan 1/24/2022
Amilcare Ciaburri Blue Ridge Support colt plan 1/24/2022
David Crenshaw I believe the COLT plan is best. It is more representative of the county makeup. 1/24/2022
Michael Elgin Leesburg I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Laura Pantaleo Blue Ridge Colt plan is best 1/24/2022
Tony Pantaleo Blue Ridge Colt plan 1/24/2022
Lisa Wagner Blue Ridge I support the Letourneau redistricting plan. 1/24/2022
John Lyons Ashburn I prefer the Coalition of Loudoun Towns plan 1/24/2022
Melissa Corcoran Blue Ridge I want to have Brambleton represented by someone familiar with our community. 1/24/2022
Andrew Chippendale I support the new Colt district 1/24/2022
Lucas Crawford I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022

Eric Modrow Ashburn

As a Brambleton resident, I support the COLT plan.  Brambleton is part of eastern Loudoun County and 
should remain in a district that supports the views/concerns of the community - something a Western 
district will not offer. 1/24/2022

Connie Bolten Blue Ridge Colt plan for redistricting 1/24/2022

Marquex Faulkner Blue Ridge

I would like to express support for the COLT option as proposed for the upcoming redistricting vote.  This 
plans maintains two elected voices for the Western Loudoun communities- representation that is very 
much needed.  Additionally, it doesn't include the Brambleton area in either of the Western Loudoun 
districts, which given the distinctly different needs and issues of the communities, it is imperative that each 
community be adequately represented.  The needs if our small towns are vital to the character of Loudoun. 1/24/2022

Tamara Loughran Blue Ridge 1/24/2022
Cathy  Goin Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan 1/24/2022

Richard Entsminger Blue Ridge

Briar Woods Precinct --- Belmont Glen HOA
We are part of Ashburn with children attending Ashburn schools, shopping in Ashburn, using medical 
services in Ashburn. The only reasonable choice is the Letourneau Turner Plan. COLT is terrible. Fechter is 
only slightly better.

SUPPORT Letourneau Turner 1/24/2022

Dawn Martin I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022



Lindsay Mohler Catoctin I support the COLT Plan. The west needs at least two supervisors. Please vote for the COLT Plan.z 1/24/2022
Adam Huke Blue Ridge I support the Fechter Plan 1/24/2022

Julia Shaw-Fuller Blue Ridge

Western Loudoun and Eastern Loudoun have substantively different priorities, cultures, and lifestyles. We 
need a plan that leaves an adequate voice for the needs of Western Loudoun. Please keep two districts in 
Western Loudoun. I support the Colt plan. 1/24/2022

Katherine Brown Blue Ridge Please adopt the COLT plan. Brambleton would be best represented on the eastern side of the county. 1/24/2022

John Neumann Broad Run I support the COLT redistricting plan as it keeps the Brambleton community in the same district. 1/24/2022
Mark Weshinskey Catoctin I support the COLT plan. Two supervisors representing rural areas is important. 1/24/2022
Mary Weshinskey Catoctin I support the COLT plan. Rural areas need fair representation l. 1/24/2022
John Meagher Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan 1/24/2022
John OConnor Blue Ridge I support the COLT Plan for redistricting 1/24/2022

Elizabeth  Mancini Blue Ridge
I support the Colt Plan. 
Thank you. 1/24/2022

Michael Johnson Catoctin As a resident of Paeonian Springs I'm in favor of the Colt plan. 1/24/2022
Owen snyder Blue Ridge I strongly support the Colt Plan.  1/24/2022

Phyllis Dawson Blue Ridge
Please go with the COLT plan. Western Loudoun needs to be properly represented, and this is the fairest re-
districting plan. 1/24/2022

Rebecca  Porter Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan. 1/24/2022
Cesar Serna I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Lisa Bradford I support the Colt redistricting plan 1/24/2022
Eric Rainville Catoctin I support the COLT plan 1/24/2022
Daniel Sipes Blue Ridge Keep our Loudoun County rural land the way it is!  1/24/2022

Guy Potucek Blue Ridge

I support the Letourneau Plan as it best represents shared communities of interest and keeps district 
compact It keeps Leesburg within a single district and one of the objectives of re-districting was to not 
divide up municipalities.  The COLT plan is terrible with respect to using known boundaries to divide up 
districts and dividing up communities.  Finally the plan already shows clear bipartisan support as a 
compromise between Supervisor Turner and Supervisor Letourneau.  1/24/2022

Lauri Velotta-Rankin Blue Ridge

Good morning! After careful consideration, I would like to voice my support of the COLT redistricting plan. I 
am very concerned about the Fechter plan, as it divides the current population of Legacy Elementary 
School. Thanks for your time. 1/24/2022



Nancy Jin Blue Ridge

I support the COLT redistricting plan. I live in Brambleton and this is the only plan that keeps Brambleton 
together where the other 2 plans chop Brambleton into different parts. I agree with Tony Buffington that 
Brambleton  representative should be familiar with Brambletonâ€™s views/needs and not have to 
compete with balancing the western Loudounâ€™s views/needs, because they can be vastly different! 
Please vote for the COLT plan!! 1/24/2022

Doug Fabbioli Catoctin COLT please 1/24/2022
James McKenzie Catoctin COLT 1/24/2022
Alicia Gillingham Blue Ridge Please go with Colt! Western Loudoun deserves two representatives. 1/24/2022
Natalie Brock Blue Ridge I support the Colt Plan 1/24/2022
Marty Potts Blue Ridge I support the colt plan 1/24/2022
Chris De Francisci Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan for redistricting. 1/24/2022
Patricia Bowman I support the Colt plan in the redistributing 1/24/2022

Emily Southgate Blue Ridge

I support the COLT plan for redistricting. Three main reasons: 1. The west is critical for the economic and 
environmental health of the county, and needs two representatives. 2. The northwest and the southwest 
have different issues (e.g., limestone overlay issues in the north) so needs to representatives. 3. This plan 
makes sure reps. from the west also have some eastern constituents. 1/24/2022

Lina Burton Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. It keeps the western community of interest together. 1/24/2022
Hermon Jayne Blue Ridge Hi, I am in support of the Colt plan. Thank you. 1/24/2022
Erin Mastrangelo Blue Ridge VOTE for Letourneau Plan 1/24/2022
James Burton Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Emily Morford Blue Ridge I support the Fechter plan., 1/24/2022
John Hendry Plans appear vague and need clarification and/or benefits 1/24/2022

Josh St louis Blue Ridge

Please tell the BOS to support Supervisor Buffingtons plan - western Loudoun should have 2 reps to help 
advocate for more open space and less congestion. Brambleton should also be in an Eastern district as their 
needs are different than Bluemount or Middleburg 1/24/2022

Shetal Mistry Blue Ridge I support the COLT Alternative Plan 1/24/2022

Emily Houston Catoctin

I support the COLT plan because it most accurately maintains the "communities of common interest" in 
western Loudoun, and moves Brambleton into a more appropriate district.  The mayors, as elected 
representatives of western Loudoun's towns, worked hard and successfully to balance the populations of 
the districts and develop this plan. 1/24/2022



William Knecht Blue Ridge

I prefer the Letourneau Plan. I want western Loudoun to just be one district. In the COLT plan, I don't like 
splitting western Loudoun in two, with the western part wrapping around all the way south of Dulles 
Airport. That makes no sense to me. As for the other districts, I prefer the district boundaries in Letourneau 
more than the ones in the Fechter Plan. 1/24/2022

Susan McCollum Leesburg I support the Colt plan 1/24/2022

Beverly Boyd Blue Ridge
In favor of Colt redistricting plan. We do not need to be lumped in with the western part of the county. Our 
properties are very different. Thank you. 1/24/2022

Mark Shipman Blue Ridge

I'm writing to support the COLT plan for local redistricting. The growing population and economic 
development in Western Loudoun County justifies the continued representation by two Board Members. 
Additionally, I do believe Brambleton should be included in an eastern district providing the most balanced 
western district populations. 1/24/2022

Jack Winters Blue Ridge I prefer the Colt plan. 1/24/2022

GAUTAM GUPTA Ashburn

Support the COLT Plan. 
Western Loudoun maintains two representatives.
Brambleton is redistricted into an eastern District.
Balanced District populations. 1/24/2022

Edwin Tobias Blue Ridge I prefer the COLT plan for redistricting 1/24/2022

Linda Taylor Blue Ridge

The Colt plan is the preferable plan to people living in the western rural part of the County.  Given the 
difference between this and the eastern part, it is imperative that the western part still have two 
representatives, giving it more than a token voice in its destiny.  The Colt plan also gives population balance 
among the districts. 1/24/2022

Leonzo Williams Blue Ridge I support the "Colt" plan for redistricting 1/24/2022
Herbert E. Dawson Catoctin I support the Colt Plan for re-districting of Loudoun County. 1/24/2022

Chris Girardi Blue Ridge

I prefer the COLT plan for redistricting.  Under the Fechter and Letourneau Plans, Brambleton could end up 
with a representative living in western Loudoun whose completely unfamiliar with the Brambleton 
community. And neither the Fechter or Letourneau plan does as good a job of providing two properly 
balanced western Loudoun Districts as the COLT Plan does. 1/24/2022

Lynne Kaye Blue Ridge

I favor the COLT Plan.  This is the only one of the plans that represents the thinking of a third-party group 
rather than one of the incumbent Supervisors.  More importantly, it appears to do the best job of grouping 
areas likely to have common interests together. 1/24/2022

Kathleen Devilbiss Blue Ridge I support the Colt redistricting plan. 1/24/2022



Kari King Blue Ridge

Please adopt the Colt plan so Western Loudoun isnâ€™t clumped into one section. We are a huge and 
diverse portion of the county and deserve to have a â€œnorthernâ€� and â€œsouthernâ€� western Loudoun 
division and representation. Our needs are wildly different than the eastern portion of the county and that 
gap of lifestyle is only getting more pronounced. The COLT plan is the best way to move forward with the 
current and future needs of our growing county. 1/24/2022

Susan Mackes Leesburg I support the COLT Plan for redistricting Loudoun County 1/24/2022

Christine Perdue Blue Ridge

My primary concern in redistricting is that the western parts of Loudoun not be linked to the more 
populous eastern districts as was the case in the last redistricting.  Our community of interest is completely 
different, and this linkage renders our votes of no consequence.  Although none of the proposals satisfies 
this concern entirely, the COLT proposal seems to be the best of the bunch and has my endorsement, with 
the caveat that the real dividing line for community of interest is Route 15, not further west beyond 
Middleburg. 1/24/2022

Virginia Ewing Blue Ridge Most fair 1/24/2022
David Hitchcock Blue Ridge I prefer the COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Jeremy Mader Sterling I support the Letourneau plan 1/24/2022

David Goodrum Leesburg

I support the COLT plan.   It's important to keep Western Loudoun Balanced.  It's a large geographic area 
that continues to grow and needs the type of representation presented in this plan.  It also does the right 
thing for Brambleton by making it part of Eastern Loudoun, which seems to be more fitting given the 
density of the population there. 1/24/2022

Tiffanie  Presley Blue Ridge I prefer the Colt plan 1/24/2022

William McGann Catoctin
My recommendation for Loudoun Redistricting is the COLT plan.  As a resident of Hamilton for 43 years, I 
feel COLT is the best plan for our County.  Thank you. 1/24/2022

Anthon Brooks Catoctin
The Fetcher plan represents the most suitable solution that allows for appropriate representation based on 
headcount vice based on traditional boundaries or land.  1/24/2022

Janet Kernan Catoctin COLT PLAN 1/24/2022
Mary Smith Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan for redistricting 1/24/2022
Daniel Brown Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan 1/24/2022

James Simmons Blue Ridge
The colt plan is most beneficial for the people of Loudoun. The other two plans are clear attempts to try 
and stifle the opinions of western Loudouners. 1/24/2022

Harriet Wegmeyer Catoctin I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Nicole Flory Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan for redistricting. 1/24/2022
Wendy  Bloxsome Dulles We would like the COLT option! 1/24/2022



Vinay Kashyap Blue Ridge

Respected Board of Supervisors,
As a Brambleton resident, of the selected three plans, I would urge you to consider including Brambleton 
either in the COLT plan or the Letourneau Turner plan as these are the more sensible ones for this 
community. Thanks for your time and consideration on this. 1/24/2022

Laura Schneiders Blue Ridge Letourneau Plan 1/24/2022

Jon Green Blue Ridge

My ranking of the plans would be 1: Letourneau/Turner, 2: Fechter, 3: COLT.  Between the 
Letourneau/Turner and Fechter plans my ranking difference is very small and I could be happy with either.  
I give slight preference to Letourneau/Turner because it keeps the Town of Leesburg intact and in Dulles 
South, keeps areas in the Transition zone largely intact.  The Fechter plan is also acceptable to me.  I do 
NOT support the COLT plan - the Western district is much too large, and would include my neighborhood in 
Dulles South all the way up to the Potomac. 1/24/2022

Mary Ann Sacripanti Blue Ridge I support the Colt Plan 1/24/2022
Kent McClure Blue Ridge I urge the adoption of the COLT plan 1/24/2022
Denis Cotter Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022



George Hidy Sterling

Two issues with Towns Plan; 1) Splits Leesburg into two, this will be the first time Leesburg Airport will not 
be in the Leesburg District.  IN 2000 and 2010 every effort was taken to preserve Leesburg Airport inside 
the Leesburg District.  2) Sterling will be split, which has not occurred since 1990.  Maybe not a bad idea, 
Sterling could once again have two Supervisors and school Board members from Sterling.  Ashburn being 
split into three could have 3 Supervisors and School Board members. The Districts are compact but really 
mix communities of different needs  Also, having a Supervisor from Ashburn representing Lovettsville or 
vice a versa does not put common communities together  through the entire proposal.

Issues with the Fechter Plan 1) Splits Leesburg into two, this will be the first time Leesburg Airport will not 
be in the Leesburg District.  IN 2000 and 2010 every effort was taken to preserve Leesburg Airport inside 
the Leesburg District.  2) Sterling community has very little in common with any of the development South 
of the airport and I believe they would feel the same. Or the area South of the airport would have two 
Supervisors and School Board members from the same area with very common interest for their very 
similar  communities.  Option is put the airport back not Leesburg District and add voters from the south to 
the Brown District. Thus not really representing the Sterling community needs about growth, rezoning, 
taxes, schools etc.

The Turner Plan leaves the airport inside the Sterling District.  Precinct 408 has very little residential 
development and is affected more by Leesburg planning then Ashburn.   The other District are compact and 
appear to have more in common about growth patterns, zoning / rezoning, community needs and school, 
etc. 1/24/2022

Jordan Crotty Blue Ridge
Please include the area up to Briar Woods High School in with the rest of the Brambleton district.  As it is 
currently drawn, a small number of condos would have different representatives from the same complex. 1/24/2022

Kara Dool Blue Ridge

I support the Colt plan. Keeping 2 representatives is imperative for Western Loudoun. I already feel like we 
have little to know representation in the county to lose a representative would put Western Loudoun in a 
terrible position. 1/24/2022

Richard Pantel I support the COLT redistricting plan. 1/24/2022



John Leydon Blue Ridge

I do support the COLT redistricting plan ... the better Western Loudoun is represented has my vote. In the 
near future, I suspect there will be a big push by developers to move the "transition zone" westward. 
Eventually, of course, the people of Loudoun will lose, but whatever can be done to delay the destruction 
of rural Loudoun is a worthy goal. Enjoy the beauty while we can, and put in place as many representatives 
to fight for us who live here as we can! 1/24/2022

Melissa Casparius Dulles Brambleton supports the Colt plan and would like this plan to be put in place. 1/24/2022
Mohammad Naeem Dulles We support the colt plan for brambleton to not be included with western loudoun. 1/24/2022

Barbara Terry Blue Ridge

I support the Colt Plan without question. Western Loudoun has its own issues and priorities that cannot be 
adequately represented with a single representative. Additionally, the two alternate plans include 
Middleburg and South Riding area in a single district that is roughly geographically balanced east and west 
of 15. Undoubtedly, the heavier population east of 15 will drive the priorities and will increasingly become 
less and less representative of mine. It seems obvious that where that really leads is development of 
Western Loudoun, to which I am strongly opposed. 1/24/2022

Bonnie Mattingly Blue Ridge
I strongly support the COLT redistricting plan for Loudoun County.  Thank you.
Bonnie L Mattingly 1/24/2022

Carol Miller Catoctin

We strongly support the COLT plan.  It keeps 2 districts in western Loudoun which is extremely important 
to my husband and I.  The support of the western towns for this plan should carry a lot of weight.  
Apparently it keeps Brambleton as a cohesive unit based on the suburban characteristics of their 
community. 1/24/2022

David  Porter Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Flora Hillman Blue Ridge I prefer the COLT redistricting. Thank you. 1/24/2022

Sandhya Sundaram Ashburn

I support the Letourneau Plan.  The COLT Plan gives a disproportionate vote on the Board of Supervisors 
and the School Board to rural areas.  More importantly, it violates key criteria for redistricting of compact 
districts. 1/24/2022

Adam Grimm Blue Ridge I support the Letourneau plan. 1/24/2022

Jessica Lilienkamp Blue Ridge

While I support the COLT plan for the fact that Western Loudoun would have appropriate representation 
for the more rural west and the slightly more populous corridor of Purcellville, Waterford and Lovettsville, I 
believe the the full town of Leesburg should be in a single district 1/24/2022

Russell Holske Blue Ridge
As there are three Redistricting plans as final proposals, I am in support of Letourneau Turner plan which is 
the best to keep the Brambleton neighborhood intact and aligns best with neighboring communities. 1/24/2022



Christopher Young Blue Ridge I support the COLT redistricting plan 1/24/2022
Priscilla  Bakthinathan Blue Ridge I support colt plan 1/24/2022

Paul Henry Blue Ridge
Letourneau Turner Plan - Our location has more in common with the suburban zone around Ashburn than 
the more rural tie to Aldie and Middleburg. 1/24/2022

Scott Keep Blue Ridge

I think the Colt plan.   I think it is essential to preserve the rural character of western Loudoun County in 
order to preserve the unique character of the county overall.  I believe the Colt plan does the best job or 
preserving the rural character of western Loudoun.   If we don't preserve the rural character of western 
Loudoun, the county will become a non-descript suburban sprawl.   It is the proximity of the rural character 
that makes eastern Loudoun so attractive so we need to keep a clear distinction between the two. 1/24/2022

Brian Barker Blue Ridge

We support the Letourneau plan. Speaking for our location, this plan provides us with the most compact 
district from the choices. Mr. Buffington's opinion that the COLTS plan will ensure two representatives 
from the west, also appears to leave open the possibility of no western representatives, while the other 
two plans ensure a western supervisor. 1/24/2022

Ruthann Carson Blue Ridge

My family and I choose the COLT plan, because it holds the best prospects for the western and southern 
portions of the county. It is particularly important to us personally that the most southern portions along 
the Bull Run remain affiliated with the rural west. 1/24/2022

Jennifer Boner Blue Ridge
I prefer the COLT plan. Western Loudoun deserves to have 2 representatives - it is a large portion of the 
county, by land mass. However, I think all of the Leesburg city limits should be in the same district. 1/24/2022

Madeline  Murphy Blue Ridge Fechter plan seems most fair and makes sense geographically. 1/24/2022

Caitlin O'Grady Blue Ridge

Personally, I'm in favor of the Letourneau plan.  We reside in the very southern portion of Loudoun and I 
prefer not to have representaton from the Northwest (such as in the Colt plan) when I feel like we are 
geographically very far apart and our needs and considerations are seldom taken into account.  The Fetcher 
plan is reasonable in that we have local representation but it splits up portions of our neighborhood which 
doesn't make a lot of sense for our community and school children. 1/24/2022

Maryanne Roy Blue Ridge I vote for the Fetcher plan. 1/24/2022
Christy  Martinich Blue Ridge Fetcher 1/24/2022
Christopher Hornbaker Catoctin I support the COLT alternate plan for redistricting 1/24/2022
Thomas  Oâ€™Beirne We vote for Colt. 1/24/2022

Michael Murphy Blue Ridge

The Fechter Plan is my preferred Redistricting plan.   The Fechter plan provides the most fair distribution by 
populations as well as geography.  Two votes for extreme west Loudoun geography is not a fair distribution 
by populations. 1/24/2022



Scott Walker Blue Ridge Among the 3 remaining plans, I prefer the CoLT plan. 1/24/2022
Christopher Williams Blue Ridge Colt plan, please.  Western Loudoun needs more representatives, not less. 1/24/2022
Jaime Centrone Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022

Joel Scharlat Broad Run
I prefer the COLT plan. It does a great job of balancing populations an provides "clean" lines of division 
between districts. 1/24/2022

jennifer mcleod Ashburn My family and I  support the Colt plan 1/24/2022
Katherine Hackett I support the COLT Plan. 1/24/2022
Susanne Hatcher Blue Ridge I support the "Colt" plan. 1/24/2022
Stephanie Boyle Blue Ridge Letourneau Plan 1/24/2022

Laura Griffin Blue Ridge
We are in support of the Letourneau Plan.  Western Loudoun is a different animal than the rest of the 
county with different needs.  It should be all together as one and not mixed in with more populated areas. 1/24/2022

Sue Lyn Schramm Blue Ridge

As President of the HOA for Lenah Mill community in Aldie, I prefer the Letorneau/Turner plan for 
redistricting. My second choice would be the COLT Alternate plan. Both those plans respect HOA 
boundaries and combine areas with similar land use patterns and densities. I would not favor the Fechter 
plan, partially because it divides some existing community boundaries in a way that seems arbitrary. 1/24/2022

Amy Wells Blue Ridge I would like to show my support for the Colt Plan with regards to the redistricting of Loudoun. Thank you 1/24/2022

Jeanee Layman Leesburg

We greatly believe that the Letourneau (Turner) plan plan is best because it places our area in the 
community where we live, go to school, and work. The interests of our community and schools do not align 
with the more rural Middleburg residents nor with the more rural Lovettsville area. Our needs and 
interests align with the more urban areas near the future metro and other suburbs closer in to DC. Please 
let the BOS know that we would like to vote for the Letourneau (Turner) plan plan. Thank you! 1/24/2022

Brian Hosford Blue Ridge I prefer the COLT plan for redistricting, as I like the balanced aspect of western Loudoun County. 1/24/2022
Rose Holske Ashburn I support the COLT plan for redistricting 1/24/2022
Elizabeth Powell Blue Ridge I prefer the Colt Plan. 1/24/2022
Kristin May Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan 1/24/2022
David Hubbuch Catoctin I prefer the COLT Alternative plan 1/24/2022
Michael Wilson Ashburn Colt Plan 1/24/2022
John Hill Catoctin I vote for the COLT option. 1/24/2022



Stirling Rasmussen Catoctin

I prefer the Colt plan. The idea of protecting the value to the economic health of the county of the Western 
rural part falls apart if either of the other two plans is chosen. The Colt plan retains two rural-based 
supervisors. The others reduce the voice of the rural part of the county by only having one supervisor to 
represent us. 1/24/2022

Julia Wood Blue Ridge Support Letourneau (Turner) Plan 1/24/2022

Lara Larson Dulles

I support the Fechter redistricting plan first, with Letourneau's remaining plan second. I do not support the 
COLT plan, which would give a disproportionate vote on the Board of Supervisors and the School Board to 
rural areas. 1/24/2022

Justin  Jesudass Blue Ridge 1/24/2022

Samuel Finz Blue Ridge

I am writing on behalf of my wife Donna Cooper and myself who live near the little town of Philomont on 
Snickersville Tpke. I oppose changes in the redistricting that would tie us to areas south and east where 
development is running rampant. 

In that regard I favor the COLT plan which retains the integrity of what is often referred to as western. 
Loudoun. Good planning principals have maintained the integrity of this area as low density residential on 
large acre lots. Many of the properties including our own have been placed in conservation easement by 
people who have a high regard for maintaining the beauty of Loudoun as it was years ago. Allowing 
development, including data centers on the Route 50 east of Aldie is a good example of the deliberate and 
absurd efforts of Loudoun County to develop out every acre of what once was pasture and farm acreage. A 
redistricting tying more of the west to areas of the east along route 50 will, in our opinion encourage more 
bad planning and unnecessary development. 

I am retired now but was a local government professional for more than 50 years. I know how government 
works. To increase the size of districts based on population alone ignores the pitfalls of bad planning and 
the ruination of rural communities.

In addition, I recently received word from the Commonwealth that Snickersvile Tpke. is being considered 
for inclusion on the National Historic Registry. I would think that a valuable historical property running from 
Aldie to Bluemont is best suited to remain in a district similar to that which currently exists without any 
unnecessary changes.

1/24/2022



Leo Subler Blue Ridge

As a resident of Southwestern Loudoun, I strongly urge the Board to adopt the COLT redistricting plan. 
From my standpoint, redistricting plans that combine the rural area around Middleburg with rapidly 
growing and developing areas further East make no sense whatsoever. Please help us preserve the historic 
and bucolic character of all of Southwestern Loudoun by voting for the COLT plan. Thank you. 1/24/2022

Fred Heath Ashburn I support the Colt plan 1/24/2022

Michael Alter Blue Ridge
For the Redistricting process - I support the COLT plan. Western Loudoun County needs at least 2 
supervisors. 1/24/2022

Douglas McConnell Blue Ridge I support the Letourneau Turner Plan 1/24/2022
francis etro Blue Ridge I support the "Colt Plan" 1/24/2022

Mitchell Turner Catoctin

Please support the COLT (Coalition of Loudoun Towns) Redistricting plan. Iâ€™m not a fan of 
gerrymandering, or making districts to achieve a certain partisan electoral result. I think we should have 
representative govt, which means as much as possible following natural community boundaries. I can only 
speak for the western areas, not as familiar with the eastern. Having 1 western district leaves large chunks 
of Western Loudoun/rural areas as part of pretty urbanized districts, so the interests of those in the rural 
areas will be overwhelmed by those in the more urban parts of their districts. Also, cutting down the 
representation of the west/rural areas by 50% to one representative further reduces their voice. We 
already have a county that is really two separate counties. Please don't reduce the representation of the 
rural areas. 1/24/2022

Nancy Mountz Blue Ridge I support the COLT redistricting plan 1/24/2022
Brad Layman Leesburg We feel the  Letourneau (Turner) plan is best on most representative of the community 1/24/2022

Thersa Hutton-Sherman Catoctin
Based on the suggested options for the redistricting, I support the COLT redistricting plan and support it as 
the final selection. 1/24/2022

J. T. Martin Blue Ridge My wife and I prefer the COLT plan from among the three plans being finally considered by the Board. 1/24/2022



Robert Wright Catoctin

I find all 3 alternatives objectionable!
- COLT's proposal is the most unacceptable to me. To give the "rural west" potentially 2 friendly 
supervisors, the modified Blue Ridge and Catoctin districts would deny residents in suburban districts a 
strong voice. The "Blue Ridge" district is egregious, including swaths of the rural, transition, and suburban 
policy areas. Throw this one out!
- The Fetcher proposal doesn't keep Leesburg or Potomac Station HOA (where I live) whole. Potomac 
Station community spans Precincts 509 (in Leesburg proper), and 407 and 420 (Leesburg JLMA).
- The Letourneau-Turner proposal also splits the Potomac Station HOA.
I tried unsuccessfully to find the population data associated with the proposed redistricting plans. When I 
used that data to create a redistricting map, I was able to keep Leesburg and Potomac Station HOA whole 
while still creating plan similar to the Fechter and Letourneau-Turner plans. Why couldn't you? Redeem 
yourselves by fixing the Leesburg and Potomac Station HOA problems in the Letournaeu-Turner plan. (Take 
another look at the Wright plan--mine, for ideas.) 1/24/2022

Christina Lisciandro Ashburn
Please support the Letourneau/Turner plan for redistricting.  After viewing the maps, this plan seems the 
most fair. 1/24/2022

Noel Anderson Blue Ridge I prefer the COLT redistricting plan.  1/24/2022
Nicole OKeefe Blue Ridge I support the Letourneau plan for redistricting 1/24/2022
Shannon Smith Blue Ridge Support the Colt Plan 1/24/2022
Jeffrey  Armstrong Blue Ridge I support the COLT redistributing plan. 1/24/2022
Carla Heron I prefer the COLT Plan for Loudoun's Redistricting.  1/24/2022

Priscilla Godfrey Blue Ridge
I prefer the Coalition of Loudoun Towns Alternate Plan.  It provides for two western districts and keeps the 
urban/suburban areas together. 1/24/2022

Chelsea Anderson Blue Ridge I support the fletcher redistricting plan. 1/24/2022



Jason Langford Blue Ridge

I encourage the board to approve the Letourneau or Fechter plan.  These plans seem to best balance on 
the ideal of having a county Board of Supervisors that closely resembles the actual population distribution 
of the county and provide fair representation to its residents.  The COLT plan seems widely off-based and 
gerrymandered in way that does not accurately reflect the population distribution of the county.   
Geographic representation is a pointless goal.  Land does not vote.  Residents with similar interests should 
be grouped together.

Thank you,
Jason Langford
Resident, Blue Ridge District 1/24/2022

Jillian Constant Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan, this is the best and fairest option to provide equality to Loudoun voters. 1/24/2022
Steve Schnabel I support and choose the COLT Plan for Loudounâ€™s redistricting. 1/24/2022
John Kinas Sterling I urge adoption of the Letourneau/Turner plan. 1/24/2022
Leif Sundberg Blue Ridge Of the redistricting plans, the Colt plan makes the most sense. 1/24/2022

Kenneth Beckstronm Blue Ridge

I support the COLT Plan for the same reasons laid out by Supervisor Buffington.  Two western 
Representatives,  Balanced population representation, and Brambleton in the Eastern District for the 
likeness of interests. 1/24/2022

James Strom Blue Ridge I support the Letourneau Plan. 1/24/2022

Debra Beckstrom Blue Ridge

I support the COLT Plan for the same reasons laid out by Supervisor Buffington.  Two western 
Representatives, balanced population representation, and Brambleton in the Eastern District for the 
likeness of interests. 1/24/2022

Rebecca Henne Blue Ridge Colt plan 1/24/2022
Christine McIntyre Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan 1/24/2022
John Schappert Catoctin I am for the Colt redistricting plan 1/24/2022
Beth Strausbaugh Blue Ridge I support the letorneau plan. 1/24/2022

Simon Moskowitz Blue Ridge

Of the 3 remaining plans, I like the Letourneau Turner Plan the best.  One reason is that it keeps all of the 
Willowsford community (Greens, Grant, Grove, Grange) in the same district. It also keeps most of the 
sparsely populated western parts of the county together and doesn't put the eastern and western edges 
into the same district. 1/24/2022

Bruce Mountz Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan 1/24/2022

Vighneshwar  Hegde Blue Ridge
Among the last three short listed plans for Loudoun's Redistricting Process, I support COLT plan which is 
better for the community as well as the residents of Brambleton. 1/24/2022

Gina Craun Blue Ridge COLT plan 1/24/2022



Michael  Taylor Catoctin
I am writing in support of the map submitted by COLT.  It is important to keep Western Loudoun 
adequately represented by people familiar with the unique issues in those areas. 1/24/2022

James Fleming Blue Ridge I prefer the COLT plan. 1/24/2022

Cheryl  Turner Catoctin


"Please support the COLT (Coalition of Loudoun Towns) Redistricting plan. Iâ€™m not a fan of 
gerrymandering, or making districts to achieve a certain partisan electoral result. I think we should have 
representative govt, which means as much as possible following natural community boundaries. Having 1 
western district leaves large chunks of Western Loudoun/rural areas as part of pretty urbanized districts, so 
the interests of those in the rural areas will be overwhelmed by those in the more urban parts of their 
districts. Also, cutting down the representation of the west/rural areas by 50% to one representative 
further reduces their voice. We already have a county that is really two separate counties. Please don't 
reduce the representation of the rural areas.â€� 1/24/2022

Charles Douglas Blue Ridge

I give my full support to the COLT PLAN.
Of the 3 plans remaking for selection, it bet represents Western Loudoun County objectives and the wishes 
of a majority of the residents. 1/24/2022

Kristen Hickman Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Marie Richard I support the COLT plan. 1/24/2022
Hunt McMahon Blue Ridge I support the COLT redistricting plan 1/24/2022
Kristen  Washington Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan for redistricting. 1/24/2022
Darby Charles Blue Ridge Iâ€™m in support of the COLT plan. Western Loudoun needs two representatives. Thanks! 1/24/2022
David  Warner Catoctin Colt plan 1/24/2022
Leanne Manzo Blue Ridge We prefer the COLT plan.  Thank you. 1/24/2022
Ryan VanVeelen Blue Ridge I support the Letourneau Plan for redistricting. 1/25/2022

Brian King Blue Ridge

Only viable option is the Colt plan. Western Loudoun is not a one size/one voice area of the county. The 
other plans are an affront to anyone living in Western Loudoun that the county views Western Loudoun as 
that pink chunk over there. Western Loudoun deserves two board member positions. 1/25/2022

Tamara Raetz

I support the COLT plan. Western Loudoun's rural districts draws tourism dollars to the county and provides 
many recreational opportunities for people in the Eastern districts; its distinct character would be drowned 
out if reduced to one representative. Representation should be assigned by community--those who use the 
same library, post office, grocery stores, etc. should belong in the same voting district together. Use the zip 
codes for a guide; that work has already been done and wouldn't cost a single tax dollar to replicate. 1/25/2022



David White Ashburn

As I studied in rural and urban planning in college and career, trying to homogenize districts (even them out 
with current cross cutting representation) leads to very unusual mapping and ineffective representation. 
You can potentially mute important but in a minority voices in one issue and stack a deck for the majority 
that the majority can never learn from or even hear what points the minority is saying. Itâ€™s dangerous 
and leads to the need to redistribute again sooner. 1/25/2022

Susan Kasper Blue Ridge Colt plan 1/25/2022
John French Blue Ridge Colt II 1/25/2022

C. Dulany Morison Blue Ridge

Dear Loudoun Supervisors,
 
I am writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  I support COLT's 
map because it maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and it keeps 
the heavily developed Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The rural interests of western 
Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents would both suffer in the other two 
proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the same district. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 1/25/2022

Alonso Martinez Castillo Blue Ridge
I support an amended COLT plan that covers all of Brambleton including Briar Woods HS, all the way to the 
intersection of Belmont Ridge Rd and Northstar 1/25/2022

Matthew  G Blue Ridge I support the COLT Plan!! Brambleton needs better representation. Thank you 1/25/2022

Tracy Kirkman Catoctin
The COLT plan seems the best option and I support the BOS in making the best selection of the three 
options for all county residents. 1/25/2022

Kimberly Grant Blue Ridge

I like the Letourneau Plan. Iâ€™m uncomfortable with the left half of the district being lumped together in 
the Colt Plan. Doesnâ€™t seem best representation would occur for those at the two extremes of the 
district. 1/25/2022

Natalie Capell Blue Ridge

I support the COLT plan. While Mr. Buffington has been a great supervisor for us in Loudoun Valley, he 
covers a wide area with extremely diverse land uses, needs and desires. I would much rather be in a district 
that has similar land-use and composition, as I feel I would be best represented at the county level. 1/25/2022

Ryan Siemers Blue Ridge
A brief note to say we support the COLT plan in redistricting. Western Loudoun deserves two 
representatives. 1/25/2022

Sherry  Vance Blue Ridge I support the COLT proposed voting district map. 1/25/2022



Pamela Stokes  Donehowe  Blue Ridge

Dear Loudoun Supervisors,
 
I am writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  I support COLT's 
map because it maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and it keeps 
the heavily developed Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The rural interests of western 
Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents would both suffer in the other two 
proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the same district. 
 
Thank you for your consideration." 1/25/2022

Jeremy Rosenberg Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan 1/25/2022
Joy Thompson I agree with Tony and support the Colt plan. 1/25/2022
Angel Fischer Broad Run Iâ€™m in favor of the Letourneau Turner Plan for the redistricting of Loudoun County. 1/25/2022

Devon Zebrovious

I am writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  this map maintains 
two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors, and it keeps the heavily developed 
Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The rural interests of western Loudoun residents and the 
suburban interests of Brambleton residents would both suffer in the other two proposed maps which 
include these distinctly different areas in the same district. 
dThank you for your consideration. 1/25/2022

Aimee Norwood Dulles

I prefer the Letourneau plan in order to have a representative that is closer to where I live in Lenah Mill in 
Aldie. I want to ensure that our representative has a sense of our local needs and concerns. For instance, 
our neighborhood borders a high school that we were resined away from creating a great deal of disrepute 
on for my high school kids. 1/25/2022

Alexander Nance Blue Ridge 1/25/2022
Charles Houston Catoctin The COLT plan is the fairest and most thought-out. 1/25/2022
Kelly Pollard Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/25/2022

Mark Long Ashburn
I favor the Letourneau-Turner Plan as it seems the most cohesive to me in keeping things together and 
reflecting Loudoun's residents. 1/25/2022

James Hanna
Regarding the three redistricting proposals, I prefer the COLT version, as it maintains coherence on multiple 
levels within western Loudoun and in relation to portions eastward.  Thank you 1/25/2022



David Carver Catoctin

Please keep all of Leesburg together.  My community Evergreen Meadows is currently the forgotten part of 
the Catoctin District.  We are not represented by the Leesburg BOS and Catoctin BOS member does not 
care about us either.  We are 330 homes I can't imagine we throw the number out of whack. 1/25/2022

Chip Beck Blue Ridge
I strongly support the COLT recommendations to have Western Loudoun County and the Rural Policies 
represented by two districts as delineated in the COLT redistributing plan. 1/25/2022

Angela Myers Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan for restricting Loudoun County. 1/25/2022
John Myers Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan for redistricting Loudoun County. 1/25/2022
Jalen Jackson Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan for redistricting Loudoun County. 1/25/2022

Claudia Forbes Blue Ridge

I agree with the COLT plan, because it would retain two representatives to fully understand the special 
attributes western Loudoun provides to the county and would focus on preserving those attributes and 
addressing the needs of the area. 1/25/2022

Cherie Turner Blue Ridge

"Dear Loudoun Supervisors,
 
I am writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  I support COLT's 
map because it maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and it keeps 
the heavily developed Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The rural interests of western 
Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents would both suffer in the other two 
proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the same district. 
 
Thank you for your consideration."

Cherie Turner 1/25/2022

Joni Novacich Blue Ridge

I am writing to ask that rural western Loudoun maintain a separate district from the heavlily developed 
Brambleton.  These areas have abdolutley nothing in common and separate representation is imperative to 
give Blue Ridge the voice they need to maintain and preserve the ruralness of the area. We moved here for 
the peace and quiet western Loudoun affords us. We previously llived in a heavlily developed area similar 
to Brambleton. Noise pollution, light pollution and air pollution have no business in our rural communites 
and we want it to stay that way and we will use our votes to ensure it. Thank you. 1/25/2022

Panela Bramhall Catoctin 1/25/2022

Emily Schaefer Blue Ridge
I support the districting map as proposed by COLT (Coalition of Loudoun Towns). This map is the only one 
that allows appropriate representation of the western county. 1/25/2022



Russell Mullen Catoctin
The COLT plan is the only one of the 3 that adequately protects the needs and concerns of the western 
Loudoun community. 1/25/2022

Marc and Janna Leepson Catoctin

We strongly support the redistricting map submitted by COLT. For two important reasons: It would 
maintain having two Supervisors from Western Loudoun. And it would eliminate the senseless proposal to 
have suburban Branbleton and rural Western Loudoun in the same district. 

1/25/2022
Cindi Colby Blue Ridge I support the Colt Plan in  Loudounâ€™s redistricting process 1/25/2022
mary anne graham Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/25/2022
mary anne graham Blue Ridge I support the COLT redistricting plan. 1/25/2022

Darrell Fisher Catoctin

As a life-long resident of Loudoun, graduate of LCHS, 34-year employee of Loudoun Government, land 
holder and taxpayer I can only support the COLT plan.  I fail to see what is gained by lumping the entire 
western part of the county into one district.  The needs and desires of NW Loudoun and SW Loudoun are as 
different as Eastern Loudoun and Western Loudoun.  The only solution is to keep two districts west of 
Leesburg to fairly and equitably provide for the needs of those citizens.  Thank you in advance for your 
consideration of my comments.    1/25/2022

Wes Cantrall Blue Ridge I support the colt plan 1/25/2022
Kent Gladstone Catoctin I prefer the colt plan 1/25/2022
Stephanie Cioffi Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan 1/25/2022

Ram Venkatachalam Blue Ridge

Revised ranking of the plans:

1. Letourneau plan
2. Fechter plan
3. COLT Plan 1/25/2022

Jennifer  Hanes Blue Ridge
I support the redistributing option 2 that keeps two elected representatives to western Loudoun. Do NOT 
dilute our vote! Thank you 1/25/2022

Jillian  Pictroski I support the COLT plan. Thank you. 1/25/2022
Lorraine Gruca Blue Ridge I would support the COLT plan.  Elections need to be fair & balanced and not exclusionary. 1/25/2022

Elizabeth  Whitley Dulles

The Fechter plan keeps our community of Kirkpatrick Farms whole instead of dividing it into two separate 
districts. Our community already has trouble having our concerns heard and addressed, and we don't need 
them diluted when they are divided and added to larger communities. 1/25/2022



Laurie Hailey Catoctin
I prefer the western end of the county to have 2 districts, so we can be better represented. I support the 
COLT redistricting.  1/25/2022

Shannon dePrado Leesburg I support the Colt Plan for redistricting. 1/25/2022

Preston Thayer Blue Ridge

The Felcher Plan is the only acceptable redistricting option!  The COLT and Letourneau Plans are clearly in 
violation of gerrymandering which is in support of the Democrat Party.  Blue Ridge District is currently a 
conservative district.  Stop attempting to turn all of Loudoun County into a Democrat stronghold there are 
a lot of Republicans and Conservatives in Loudoun County and your attempted gerrymandering will take 
away the rights and voices of those who do not support social justice and communism!! 1/25/2022

Claire Griffith

Of the three plans under consideration, only the LeTourneau Turner Plan does not separate a small section 
of the Potomac Green community from the rest of it.  In both of the other plans, Old Grey Place (where I 
live), Panther Ridge Drive, and three smaller intersecting streets are severed from Potomac Green and 
included in another district.  Potomac Green is a 55+ community with the only vehicular ingress and egress 
at its gated entrance which is on Marblehead Drive. While viewed aerially Old Grey and the other nearby 
streets may be close to adjacent neighborhoods, but they are not connected at all in the practical sense.  
While I can walk there in less than a minute, to drive there it takes ten.  Please ensure that the entire 
Potomac Green community is districted together. 1/25/2022

Adam Bell Catoctin I support the COLT 1/25/2022
Balaji Sampath Blue Ridge Being a resident of Brambelton, I support the COLT plan. 1/25/2022
Brock Miele Blue Ridge We prefer the Colt plan for redistricting. . 1/25/2022
dorothy shetterly Blue Ridge Prefer COLT plan 1/25/2022

GEORGE & HOPE MORISON

 We are writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process, the map that 
maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and keeps the Brambleton 
area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The rural interests of western Loudoun residents and the suburban 
interests of Brambleton residents would both suffer in the other two proposed maps which include these 
distinctly different areas in the same district. 
 
Thank you 

1/25/2022
Paul Hrebenak Blue Ridge I would like to support the COLT Plan 1/25/2022
Amy Cornell Blue Ridge Fetcher plan looks the most reasonable 1/25/2022



Keith Boi

I am writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  I support COLT's 
map because it maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and it keeps 
the heavily developed Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The rural interests of western 
Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents would both suffer in the other two 
proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the same district. 
 
Thank you for your consideration

1/25/2022
Susan Generazio Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan for redistributing. 1/25/2022
Blaire Henderson Blue Ridge I like the colt plan! 1/25/2022
Ileana  Boatright Leesburg Colt plan preferred 1/25/2022
Kathryn Maad Catoctin I support the COLT proposal giving Western Loudoun 2 voices on the board 1/25/2022
Christie Kestler Leesburg We prefer the COLT plan.   1/25/2022

Kimberly  Ramsey Blue Ridge

I support the COLT redistricting plan that maintains two supervisors/school board members representing 
Western Loudoun. 
Thank you. 1/25/2022

Elizabeth Thomas Catoctin I support the Colt Plan. 1/25/2022

Erin Twentey Blue Ridge
Iâ€™m in Aldie and donâ€™t want to be grouped with the entirety of western loudoun. I donâ€™t have 
much in common with that side of the county 1/25/2022

Wendy  Garcia Blue Ridge Colt 1/26/2022
Shant Tossounian Blue Ridge I support the Colt plant 1/26/2022

Helen Masek Blue Ridge
My family and I support the COLT Plan for redistricting Loudoun County.  Please choose this plan and reject 
the other 2 remaining plans. 1/26/2022

Will Nisbet Blue Ridge

Dear Loudoun Supervisors,
 
I am writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  I support COLT's 
map because it maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and it keeps 
the heavily developed Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The rural interests of western 
Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents would both suffer in the other two 
proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the same district. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 1/26/2022



Mark D. Otley Blue Ridge

If the COLT Alternative Plan divided the western part of the county into NW and SW, instead of mid-west 
and far west, I'd probably favor that one. The LeTourneau plan also has some long and skinny districts, but 
in the eastern part of the county instead. So, among the remaining plans, I'd have to favor the Fechter plan. 
But if you're looking for ways to improve it, perhaps Brambleton could be joined with its southern 
neighbors instead of its western neighbors. 1/26/2022

Danielle Butler Catoctin I support the Fletcher plan. 1/26/2022

Kristin Iden Catoctin

While Eastern Brambleton has an an abundance of development to the west and southwest are pocket 
farms that are continuously left out of consideration and threatened by increased development. The 
people who originally gave Loudoun it's uniqueness and tax base are being pushed out. I think the Fetcher 
will help represent our area the best. 1/26/2022

Maryann Kelley Catoctin COLT 1/26/2022

Nancy Hsu Ashburn I support the COLT plan.  It is sensible and realistic in considering community characteristics and population 1/26/2022
Anna Turner Catoctin Please choose COLT option for redistricting 1/26/2022

Katherine Meckstroth
After looking over the redistricting plans I support the Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT) Alternative plan.
Thank you for taking the time to consider all the options. 1/26/2022

Nora Pahl Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 1/26/2022

Eleanor Morison Blue Ridge

Dear Madam Chair and Loudoun Supervisors,

I am writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  I support COLT's 
map because it maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and it keeps 
the heavily developed Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district (see image below).  The rural 
interests of western Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents would both 
suffer in the other two proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the same district.  
Please allow us to have our voices adequately represented by adopting the COLT map. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Respectfully,
Eleanor Morison 1/26/2022



Joan Baker Blue Ridge

We favor the Letourneau (Turner) plan.  We are located on the east side of Evergreen Mills Rd, one half 
mile from Ryan Rd, eight miles south of the town of Leesburg.  We identify with Ashburn and the eastern 
portion of the County.  It makes no sense to have us grouped with the western portion of the County as we 
are now in the Blue Ridge District.  Please redistrict us to Ashburn.  Thank you. 1/26/2022

Kira Gaylik Blue Ridge I I support the Colt Plan for redistricting. Thanks! 1/26/2022
Kelly DeFelice Catoctin COLT plan 1/26/2022

Karen McQuaid

Please consider COLT for the redistributing plan.  Letourneau Turner plan and Fletcher plan puts a 
significant portion of loudoun countyâ€™s rural impact into the hands of one supervisor.  The COLT plan 
gives rural/western Loudounâ€™s issues and economy into the hands of at least Two supervisors.  
Letourne Turner plan is biased to eastern loudoun.  Keep it fair! Please donâ€™t redistrict to 
Fechter/Letourneau/turner plans. 1/26/2022

Daniel  Schluckebier Blue Ridge I support the Latourneau plan to keep contigous and compact areas together 1/26/2022

Richard Stone Blue Ridge

1.   Keep large HOAs together.  All three remaining plans split Brambleton into two districts.  COLT and 
Letourneau Plans have a small section of Brambleton outside of the primary.  I would think the lines could 
easily be shifted slightly to achieve this goal.  See attached.

2.   Keep Brambleton in an eastern district.  Brambleton has significantly different needs, interests, and 
focus than the western rural needs. The COLT plan does this best. 

The COLT plan best serves my community and its needs. Please modify this plan to include the 
condominiums adjacent to Briar Woods HS in with the rest of the community.  1/26/2022

Kate Davinroy Blue Ridge I prefer the COLT plan 1/26/2022
JoAnn Wicks Blue Ridge I support the COLT redistricting plan. 1/26/2022
Bob Custard Catoctin I would support the Fechter Plan. 1/26/2022
William Heath Catoctin I support the COLT Plan for redistricting.  Please vote for this one! 1/26/2022

Barbara Davis
I support the Fechter plan, as it is the only one that leaves Kirkpatrick Farms as one community. For many 
years our voting power has been diluted , and the community has suffered as a result. 1/26/2022

Christopher Blosser Blue Ridge

I am writing to support the COLT plan.  As a resident of western Loudoun for 16 years and having been a 
resident of both the Catoctin and Blue Ridge districts over the years, having 2 board representatives is 
crucial. 1/26/2022

Melanie  Pai Blue Ridge I support the Colt plan. 1/26/2022
Andrew Murphy Blue Ridge The Letourneau plan keeps communities together and is the preferred plan. 1/27/2022



Joy Grindle Blue Ridge

I support the COLT plan because I want to keep Western Loudoun rural and make sure we have adequate 
representation. Our needs are very different from Eastern Loudoun and we can't be lumped together with 
massive developments like Brambleton. 1/27/2022

Catherine  Johns Blue Ridge

Land preservation and conservation!!! Donâ€™t make Western Loudon into an over developed urban trash 
heap like so much of the county! Donâ€™t take everything that is beautiful about Western Loudon and ruin 
it for all time! 

I support The Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT) has recommendation -  a redistricting plan that maintains 
two supervisors in Western Loudoun, and keeps the heavily developed area of Brambleton out of the 
Western Loudoun district! 1/27/2022

Emma Wooten I support the COLT redistricting plan. 1/27/2022
FELIX WINTER Ashburn I support the Colt Plan. 1/27/2022

Gregory Landis
As a resident of the Browns Farm community and feel it is important we remain within the same district as 
Purcellville as our community is directly adjacent to Purcellville and a part of that overall demographic. 1/27/2022

Jennifer Warner Blue Ridge Our family selects the COLT plan! 1/27/2022

Molly Carter Blue Ridge
Please support the redistricting plan put forth by the Coalition of Loudoun Towns. Western Loudoun 
deserves two representatives. 1/27/2022

Dave Norden Blue Ridge

Please support the COLT (Coalition of Loudoun Towns) districting plan. It is the best of the 3 available 
options, it keeps towns and other communities under single representation rather than dividing them up, 
and it provides fair representation for the western portion of the county. The Fechter plan is the least 
desirable and most problematic of the 3 options. Thank you. 1/27/2022

Douglas Gehlsen Blue Ridge I support the COLT Plan. 1/27/2022

Erika Offutt Blue Ridge

There are so many reasons we need to keep our district in favor of conservation and preservation and not 
allow the densely populated development to further ruin our countryside. As individuals we (us personally 
and our neighbors and friends), have tried to purchase land and put it into easement to stop over 
development of  this area, and to support the nations oldest fox hunting tradition. There is so much 
history, so much to gain from keeping the countryside intact for generations to come, and not allowing it to 
be erased as everyone seems to want to do these days. Once itâ€™s gone there will be no return. 1/27/2022

Adrienne Rowles Blue Ridge I recommend the COLT group for proper representation on redistricting 1/27/2022
Adrienne  Gardner Blue Ridge I am in support of the Colt plan. 1/27/2022



Mary Looney Blue Ridge
I strongly support the Colt plan for redistricting. Having lived in Western Loudoun County for nearly 30 
years, we need 2 representatives on the Board of Supervisors to protect our farm lands and open space. 1/27/2022

Isobel  Ziluca Blue Ridge

We in western Loudoun County need representation to maintain our way of life, agriculture and open 
space. The needs are totally different then in other parts of the county. The COLT plan give us the best 
chance to continue the existence of a truly special place. 1/27/2022

Katchen Moore Blue Ridge I strongly support the COLT plan for western Loudoun. 1/27/2022
Marisa Britton Blue Ridge I support the COLT redistributing plan. 1/27/2022
Vicky Moore Dulles 1/27/2022

Catherine Leavitt Blue Ridge Western Loudoun deserves separate representation. The area is completely different from Brambleton . 1/27/2022

Lee Stone Leesburg

I want to express my strongest support for the redistricting plan produced by the Coalition Of Loudoun 
Towns. Not only does that plan include two western districts, offering maximum protection for the green 
spaces we all need, against the creep of huge data centers and yet more suburban construction. That plan 
also ensures that Brambleton will not be lumped with a rural district, with which it has very little in 
common. 1/27/2022

Lauren Long Blue Ridge

The Blue Ridge district should be treasured and preserved. People have destroyed nearby land and parts of 
what makes northern Virginia so special and these few remaining places need to be prioritized. Not only 
historically relevant, this land provides refuge for the much-appreciated horse sports including equestrian 
olympians and traditional fox hunting, but wildlife, many blue collar jobs, and an untouchable escape for 
people. Thank you for what you do to continue to protect the area. 1/27/2022

Heather Lutman Catoctin
I support the COLT redistricting program. We need 2 rural voices on the BOS.

1/27/2022

Ann Ma Blue Ridge
Please maintain the present boundaries for Western Loudoun.   Brambleton should not be part of Western 
Loudoun 1/27/2022

Katherine Forbes Leesburg

Hello, 

I am writing to express my support for the redistricting plan put forward by the Coalition of Loudoun 
Towns. Their plan best protects the livelihoods and well being of people who reside and work in Loudoun 
County. 1/27/2022

Katie MacSwain Catoctin

Please preserve Western Loudoun for the beauty that remains here. We want to keep our open lands and 
dirt roads, no more housing developments! Keep outdoor recreation such as fox hunting, hiking, and 
biking. Donâ€™t Brambleton/Ashburn/Fairfax Western Loudoun. 1/27/2022



Doug Smith Blue Ridge

No lengthy comments --- Only one plan still has two Western districts which is important to the views of 
those of us who live in the western part of the County.  Given the continual growth of the County, it is 
important to have two voices on the Board that reflect the non-urban/suburban portions of the County. 1/27/2022

Laurie  McClary Blue Ridge
The COLT plan best represents the interests of the residents of western Loudoun. Our tax dollars should be 
spent in the best interests of those residents residing here. 1/27/2022

Anna Johns
I like the fletcher plan because this plan is for all communities and not Brambleton. Brambleton should not 
be given extra advantages. Leesburg should not be divided.  1/27/2022

Laura & Paul Dietrich Blue Ridge

We support the Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT)  redistricting plan .   We are landowners and are 
committed to doing what we can to preserve the rural nature of Western Loudoun.  We believe the COLT 
plan presents the best means of doing so.  

Thank you for your consideration

Laura & Paul Dietrich
21509 Willisville Road
Upperville 20184

1/27/2022

Diane  Dillow Blue Ridge
I am in favor of preserving western Loudoun land and not allowing further commercial and residential 
development in Western Loudoun. 1/27/2022

Cindy Kohler Leesburg Support the Colt Plan 1/27/2022
Marilyn Finnemore Blue Ridge It is vitally important that we keep Western Loudoun RURAL.  I support COLT for this reason. 1/27/2022

Luann Ensminger Ashburn

I support the COLT Alternate plan.  Seems to take into account the towns and other communities of 
interest.  It also doesn't chop up Ashburn as much as the other plans.  The Letourneau/Turner plan creates 
one big western Loudoun district  from north to south; doesn't make sense.  COLT Alternate Plan makes 
the most sense.  Thank you. 1/27/2022

Michael Ishmael Catoctin Western Loudoun needs 2 districts 1/27/2022
Mike  Ishmael Catoctin I support the colt plan 1/27/2022
Sally Ishmael Catoctin I support the colt plan 1/27/2022
Rosemary Ishmael Catoctin I support the Colt plan 1/27/2022

Brian August
Please keep Brambleton out of Western Loudounâ€™s district. We deserve representation for the rural 
part of our county and Brambleton in no way is representative of Western Loudoun. 1/27/2022

Suzanne Volpe Algonkian Of the three remaining plans, I think the COLT plan is the best option. 1/27/2022



Susan  Strong Blue Ridge

I support the COLT redistricting plan. 

Thank you,
Susan Strong 1/27/2022

Jan Mercker Catoctin

I live in Western Loudoun but I do not support the CO LT map. Western Loudoun does not deserve 2 
supervisors. One useless pasty dude representing w. LoCo  is plenty. 
Put the seats where the population is. 1/27/2022

Wally Bunyea Sterling I prefer the COLT redistricting plan 1/28/2022

Ann Sciambi Blue Ridge

It is critical that Western Loudoun maintain two representatives who are responsive to the needs of 
Western Loudoun and will preserve the unique qualities that contribute so much to the entire County.  The 
COLT map was developed and made every effort to respect the various communities of interestâ€”east 
and westâ€”and arrive at a rational and fair distribution that meets most of the Board's criteria matrix. This 
map has the unanimous support of each of the six western Towns, (which places three in each district) and 
the Town of Leesburg.  I urge you to support the COLT redistricting map.  1/28/2022

Maureen  Taylor Blue Ridge colt plan 1/28/2022

Tanina Linden Blue Ridge

I support the Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT)'s redistricting plan that maintains two supervisors in 
Western Loudoun and keeps the heavily developed area of Brambleton out of the Western Loudoun 
district.  We want to stay rural with lots of open space. Thank you! 1/28/2022

Matthew Corbett Catoctin

Dear BOS,

I implore you to consider the voting power of certain districts when you are considering the district 
adjustments. In the eyes of the West and in many other cases 2 is always better than one. Allow us to keep 
our voting power by having two representatives on the board or we fear we will lose our accurate 
representation. We already feel as though the Board often brushes us a side for the more populated East. 
Please respect our voice and our desire to remain Rural, or I fear the Catoctin County fight may begin again.  1/28/2022

Melanie Voght Blue Ridge

Please keep Western Loudoun rural, with rural focused representation. I support The Coalition of Loudoun 
Towns (COLT) recommended  redistricting plan that maintains two supervisors in Western Loudoun, and 
keeps the heavily developed area of Brambleton out of the Western Loudoun district. 1/28/2022



Kenneth Kuck

Both the COLT plan and the Fechter Plan split the Potomac Green development into two precincts: 620 and 
623. It appears that both plans use the existing streams to form the boundary. This type of division should 
be avoided. I believe I read that one of the redistricting goals is to keep HOAs intact. 1/28/2022

Mrinal Singh Blue Ridge

I like the COLT plan because that is the only plan which keeps all of Loudoun Valley 2 together into one 
district (Yellow district #6) and keeps that district compact and together with other similar communities 
like Loudoun Valley Estates, Loudoun Valley 3, Moorefield Brambleton, and Broadlands. However, it seems 
to cut a small section of Brambleton out and so maybe Brambleton folks might have something to say 
about that. 1/28/2022

Darcy Eid Colt plan! 1/29/2022

Stacia and Jarron Frye Blue Ridge

As residents of rural Aldie for 35 years, we support the COLT Plan and are pleased to see that our Board 
Representative, Mr. Buffington, also supports this plan. We have had good representation by him in 
respecting the aspects of Loudoun County that need to be upheld and not bulldozed over, both literally and 
figuratively. 1/29/2022

THOMAS BOVE Catoctin

The Coalition of Towns plan is the only plan that truly represents the people in each district, and will result 
in the best representation of the constituents in each district. It's clear that the Letourneau Turner plan is 
designed to sway more voting power to eastern Loudoun which would NOT provide fair representation for 
citizens in rural areas. The Fechter plan similarly is designed to give eastern Loudoun constituents more 
influence than western Loudoun. The COLT plan should be approved as it is the best plan for ALL of 
Loudoun constituents. 1/29/2022

Linda Martz Blue Ridge Regarding Loudoun redistricting, I prefer the Colt Plan. 1/29/2022

Troy Mohler Catoctin
I support the Colt Redistricting plan. Western Loudoun's voices should not be silenced by incorporating the 
high population/high density Brambleton community into a rural district. 1/29/2022

Michelle  Johns Blue Ridge

Hello. I am a property owner in Western Loudoun county. I am aware that Loudoun County is in the 
process of redistricting, and want to express my desire that Western Loudoun maintain a level of 
representation that promotes preservation and conservation. I fully support the Coalition of Loudoun 
Towns (COLT) redistricting plan that maintains two supervisors in Western Loudoun, and keeps the heavily 
developed area of Brambleton out of the Western Loudoun district.

Thank you for your consideration.
Michelle Johns 1/29/2022

Venkat Gottipati Dulles
I would support to include our community (LV II) in plan A ( COLT Plan), to ensure all the resident groups in 
Loudoun Valley Estates belong to one district as a single entity. 1/29/2022



Karyn Moreland Blue Ridge

We prefer the COLT plan, as it seems to more equally distribute the population. It also keeps the 
Willowsford community in the same district. Our second choice would be the Letourneau plan. One 
concern with that plan is the size of the western district. Understanding that it is based on 
population/density, it seems to cover too broad of an area in one district. We do not like the Fletcher plan. 1/30/2022

jane covington Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan.  thank you everyone for all of your hard work. 1/30/2022

Elizabeth Hines Catoctin

As a resident of Loudoun county and avid equestrian I find it very important to preserve the remaining  
undeveloped land. It is a beautiful area, full of history and it would be a shame to allow large 
developments. 1/30/2022

Jenna Alexander Catoctin

Iâ€™m writing to express my support for the Fetcher Plan. While I am concerned that this plan groups 
Middleburg with areas of high growth to the east (as opposed to keeping it in District 1), I think this plan 
provides 2 solid rural votes, as well as a solid vote for Leesburg, a vote for the eastern Leesburg suburbs 
and aligns districts around route 7 and Dulles South into shared areas of common affinity.

While I would like to support the COLT plan, I think is ultimately undermines our rural area concerns and 
voice. Having worked with families across the county for many years I know that the needs and interests of 
families directly south and east of Leesburg are very different than those in our rural communities 
(Hamilton, Purcellville, Lovettesville). District 4 in this plan wraps around under Leesburg and is therefore 
not truly contiguous and drowns out the rural vote by grouping it with communities that are essentially in 
Ashburn. Likewise District 3 sweeps across the entire southern end of the county grouping together areas 
in the more remote north-west area of the county with areas that are next to the high growth and density 
of South Riding. Given the high rates of growth around Leesburg and through-out the Dulles South area, I 
think the groupings of District 3 and District 4 in the COLT plan will unintentionally disenfranchise the 
voices from our rural communities.  

While it has been removed from consideration, I think the Hillard Plan (and to some degree Letourneau 
Plan 2) also presented a strong respect for communities of interest and should be reconsidered. The Hillard 
plan provides votes for 3 distinctly different rural areas, keeps Middleburg grouped with the rest of our 
small towns, and acknowledges communities which have affinity with Leesburg. 1/30/2022



Robert  Hidy Leesburg

Commenting on COLT and Fechter Plans cutoff communities (Development) south of Battlefield Parkway 
from being properly represented by Leesburg.  Why do two maps under final consideration split Leesburg 
and the airport form Leesburg Supervisor? These areas pay Leesburg taxes and should be part of the 
Leesburg district, not 408.  These areas a have a lot more in common with 505 and 506.  For example the 
Development Oak Lawn, part of Leesburg is already divided by Battlefield Pkwy and would be divided 
between 506 & 408, when both are in Leesburg - along with the airport pay taxes to Leesburg and children 
got o schools in Leesburg, same for 505 & 408.  Could end up with two Supervisors and School Board 
members from Leesburg representing 22% of the vote on both elected boards.   Not including the 
Chairmen would be 33% of the vote.  

Overall the Turner Plan appears of be most balanced by communities of interest, even thou Ashburn, 
whole, could end up with 4 Supervisors and School Board members.   But Middleburg area & Brambleton 
and South Riding would be carrying-most of the voting weight for Supervisor and School Board.  1/31/2022

Mike Vincent Dulles  Please vote for option 1 or 2 for the better of all in our community. 1/31/2022
Ashok Renukappa Blue Ridge I support COLT plan 1/31/2022

Bertha Tiffany Catoctin
I urge you to consider the fact that a significant portion of taxes paid are paid by residents in the rural areas 
of our county. Therefore I firmly believe the rural areas should be represented by 2 districts. 2/1/2022

Leslie Whitenack Blue Ridge I support the COLT Plan for redistricting. 2/1/2022
David Ewald Blue Ridge I am in favor of the COLT plan to be used for redrawing of the county district boundaries. 2/1/2022
Sanjay Rao Dulles I support COLT's plan 2/1/2022
Laksh Nukala Dulles I support the COLT plan. 2/1/2022
Manoj Kidiyoor Dulles I support COLT's plan 2/1/2022

Praveen Potineni Ashburn

"I support COLT's Plan".   

I do not want Ashburn area ( Rosa Lee elementary, Rockridge High school, SHMS) to be clubbed with 
sterling. 2/1/2022

Anil Venkatesh Ashburn I support COLT's plan 2/1/2022
Priya Rao Ashburn I support COLT's plan 2/1/2022
Sam Korumilli Ashburn 2/1/2022
Sandeep Shah Ashburn I support COLTâ€™s plan 2/1/2022
Atul Mathur Ashburn I support COLT plan for redistricting. 2/1/2022



Ritesh Patel Ashburn I support COLTs plan. 2/1/2022
Praveen Srivastava Ashburn I support COLTâ€™s plan 2/1/2022
VENKATA CHINTALAPATI I support COLTS Plan 2/1/2022
Y Walia Dulles I support colt plan 2/1/2022
Charit Mathur Ashburn I support colt plan 2/1/2022
Sarath Kolla Ashburn I support COLTâ€™s plan 2/1/2022
Sreeram Pendum 2/1/2022
Rameshbabu Durisheti Ashburn I support COLT plan 2/1/2022
Sivaraman Natarajan I support COLTS plan 2/1/2022
Manoj Swamy Ashburn I support COLTâ€™s plan 2/1/2022
Srinivasa Srikakulam Ashburn I support COLT plan 2/1/2022

Madhu Markurthi Ashburn
I support COLTSâ€™s plan

2/1/2022
Hemalatha Kidiyoor Dulles I support COLT's Plan 2/1/2022
Satish Mut Dulles I support COLT plan 2/1/2022
Prasanna Rao Ashburn I support COLT plan. 2/1/2022
Laura Miller Catoctin Western Loudoun needs 2 Rural districts. Please choose the COLT plan 2/1/2022
Prakash Shinde Dulles I support COLT plan 2/1/2022

Michael Warter

In looking at the redistricting plans, I am in favor of the COLT plan.  It is a better representation of residents 
of the TPA & RPA.
Additionally it better preserves western Loudoun. 2/1/2022

Patricia  Virts Catoctin

We need 2 western Loudoun districts.  Although we are not as populated as the eastern side of the county, 
we also donâ€™t use the same amount of resources (costs).  Please vote for the one plan that grants 2 
districts to Western Loudoun! 2/1/2022

Greg Wigfield Catoctin
I am in favor of the COLT redistricting plan. Protecting the western part of Loudoun County along with 
acknowledgement of the RPA and TPA areas are reasons for following the COLT plan over other plans. 2/2/2022



Ashley Epling Blue Ridge

Dear Loudoun Supervisors,
 
I am writing to support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  I support COLT's 
map because it maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and it keeps 
the heavily developed Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The rural interests of western 
Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents would both suffer in the other two 
proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the same district. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 2/2/2022

GEORGE  MORISON Blue Ridge

Please approve the COLT redistricting plan.  t maintains two western Loudoun representatives on the Board 
of Supervisors and it keeps the heavily developed Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district.  The 
rural interests of western Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents would 
both suffer in the other two proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the same 
district. 2/2/2022

Hope Morison Blue Ridge

I support the map submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  it keeps two western Loudoun 
representatives on the Board and it keeps heavily developed Brambleton in an eastern Loudoun district.  
The rural interests of western Loudoun residents and the suburban interests of Brambleton residents 
would both suffer in the other two proposed maps which include these distinctly different areas in the 
same district 2/2/2022

Mitch Diamond Blue Ridge

I strongly support the COLT plan since, in my view, it most fairly represents and preserves the interests of 
the key communities in Loudoun County and properly balances the diverse interests between very 
different parts of Loudoun  - suburban, urban and rural 2/2/2022

Rakesh Batula Dulles I support COLT plan 2/3/2022

Eileen Martin
Of the 3 remaining maps, the Fechter map seems to be the most fair. Having compact districts is important, 
and having one district completely in Western Loudoun are key to being fair. 2/3/2022

SEETHA  Manickam Blue Ridge

Preference order 
1.
Letourneau plan 
2. 
Colt plan 

2/4/2022

Kristy Wolfe Catoctin
I would like it noted that I support the COLT redistricting map.  It protects western Loudoun better than the 
other plans in my opinion. 2/4/2022



Karin Mathur Leesburg

I am in support of the COLT redistricting map. Â I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA.  Thank you 
for considering my comment on this redistricting issue. 2/4/2022

Ronald Wolfe Catoctin I support the COLT plan. 2/5/2022

Thomas Giddings Catoctin

The Coalition of Loudoun Towns (COLT) redistricting plan best reflects the distinct characters of the 
different communities in Loudoun County, and thus best achieves parity in representation for all residents. 
I urge you to adopt the COLT plan to provide all members of our various communities an equal voice in the 
democratic process, which should be the goal. 2/5/2022

Pamela Bramhall Catoctin

It is imperative to preserve the rural nature of western Loudoun which envelopes so many of your 
agritourism businesses that we have two districts in Western Loudoun.  Please respect the COLT and 
recognize the value of this part of Loudoun to all of Loudoun.  Thank you. 2/5/2022

Nancy Saylor Catoctin
I totally support the COLT redistributing map. This plan supports western Loudoun better than the other 
plans. It provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA. 2/5/2022

Gary Saylor Catoctin
  I support the Colt redistricting map. It provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and 
RPA. This plan also supports Western Loudoun better than the other plans. 2/5/2022

James  Petrucelli Leesburg
I am in favor of the COLT plan because this plan protects western Loudoun better and provides proper 
representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA. 2/5/2022

Dan Lehman

TO echo what has been written elsewhere, expressing my thoughts well :: I am writing to support the map 
submitted by COLT for Loudoun's redistricting process.  I support COLT's map because it maintains two 
western Loudoun representatives on the Board of Supervisors and it keeps the heavily developed 
Brambleton area in an eastern Loudoun district. 2/5/2022

Mary Wilkins Catoctin

I support the COLT redistricting map.  
I believe this plan protects western Loudoun better than the other plans. It also provides proper 
representation to the residents in the Transition Policy Area and the Rural Policy Area.  However, I believe 
that the northern border of the Catoctin District between the Greenway and Evergreen Mill Rd. should stop 
at the Leesburg Town Limits. 2/5/2022

Troy Fields
I am only in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA. 2/6/2022

Michelle  Fields
I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA. 2/6/2022



Michael  Fields
I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA. 2/6/2022

Renee Fields
I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA. 2/6/2022

Kylie Fields
I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA. 2/6/2022

Brian Mac Donald Leesburg
I am in support of the COLT redistricting map. I believe this plan protects western loudoun better than the 
other plans. 2/6/2022

Brian Mac Donald Catoctin I'm in support of the COLT redistricting map. 2/6/2022

Tracy MacDonald Catoctin

I support the COLT redistricting map.    I feel that this plan would protect western Loudoun better than the 
other plans and it would provide proper representation to residents of the TPA and RPA areas.    I am in full 
support of the COLT redistricting map. 2/6/2022

Danielle Griffith Leesburg


â€œI am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA.â€� 2/6/2022

Robert Pollard Blue Ridge I favor the COLT redistricting proposal. 2/6/2022

Michael McCabe Blue Ridge
I support the COLT redistricting plan as the best way to preserve the beauty and other resources of 
Loudoun County. 2/7/2022

gregg stewart Leesburg
I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA 2/7/2022

Robert Gift Catoctin

  After reviewing the three (3) proposed redistricting maps, I feel the COLT redistricting plan best suits the 
future vision for Loudoun County. Our property is currently in the Catoctin District with Supervisor Caleb A. 
Kershner. His position on land use and transportation needs in the TPA best aligns with the newly adopted 
"2019 Comprehensive Plan". 2/7/2022

Matt Everly Leesburg I support the COLT redistricting plan. 2/7/2022

Pamela Brunetti
â€œI am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA.â€� 2/7/2022



Andrea Zarou Catoctin
I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA.â€� 2/7/2022

Lisa Treichel Catoctin Keep 2 districts for western Loudoun 2/8/2022

Mike Wilkins Catoctin

In general, I am in favor of the COLT plan over the Letourneau-Turner plan for redistricting.  However, both 
plans present challenges to the residents who live in the area south of the Leesburg Bypass and north of 
Hogeland Mill Road, between the Greenway and Route 15.  Both plans put these residents in a district with 
a supervisor who does not relate to the area in which they live.  For example, the Letourneau-Turner plan 
has people south of the town limit who live in the county.  They do not get services from Leesburg, nor can 
they vote for Leesburg representation.  The Leesburg District supervisor has little incentive to assist these 
residents with their objectives, needs or wishes in the county.  The COLT plan, on the other hand, puts 
Leesburg residents with a supervisor not interested in Leesburg matters and cannot help them with issues 
in Leesburg.  The solution is to have the border between the two districts (Catoctin and Leesburg) stop at 
the Town Limit in either plan selected.  This ensures that residents have supervisors who best represent 
their interests and the interests of the area in which they live.  2/8/2022

Bruce McKinley Dulles

The COLT plan has a ridiculous notion that Western Loudoun extends all the way to Dulles airport, and that 
South Riding and the commercial district north of Waxpool Rd are somehow associated. The second notion 
is brought about by treating the IAD property as if it is contiguous, but it is a massive and obvious boundary 
between districts. The Fletcher Plan unfortunately divides the current Dulles South district and takes what 
little services and retail exist in the SE part of the county and places them into a western district. The 
Letourneau-Turner plan is the only one that doesn't make the western districts reach far out into the east 
as well as place non-sensical divisions separating residents from their local services and businesses. 2/8/2022

Darrell Quesenberry

I support the COLT redistricting plan. The Letourneau/Turner plan places our area, south of Heritage High 
School, in the Leesburg District. This is not a good fit since we do not receive water/sewer, police, trash 
pick-up, or any other services from the Town of Leesburg like the other Leesburg District constituents 
receive. Thank you. 2/8/2022



Cynthia  Quesenberry Catoctin

After a careful review of the three plans, along with supporting documents, I support the COLT redistricting 
plan. It seems to be the most balanced and it preserves communities of interest in both West and East. It 
also leaves the Leesburg district fully intact or almost entirely intact, which is important given Leesburg's 
recent revitalization and growth.

2/8/2022

Tammy Gift Catoctin

After reviewing the three (3) proposed redistricting maps, I feel the COLT redistricting plan best suits the 
future vision for Loudoun County. Our property is currently in the Catoctin District with Supervisor Caleb A. 
Kershner. His position on land use and transportation needs in the TPA best aligns with the newly adopted 
"2019 Comprehensive Plan". 2/9/2022

Dennis Pettit Catoctin

I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA.â€�

D.M. Pettit - 02 09 22 2/9/2022

Debra  Pettit

I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA.   D.W. 
Pettit - 02 09 22 2/9/2022

Larry Day Blue Ridge I support the COLT plan. 2/9/2022

Nancy Wyatt Leesburg
I am in support of the COLT redistricting map.  I believe that this plan protects western Loudoun better 
than the other plans and it provides proper representation to the residents of the TPA and RPA 2/9/2022

ANNE TIRONA Blue Ridge I support Loudoun's COLT redistricting plan. 2/9/2022



Kathryn Johnson Blue Ridge

The Aldie Heritage Association fully supports the Coalition of Loudoun Townsâ€™ (COLTâ€™s) redistricting 
proposal. We believe COLTâ€™s proposal thoughtfully addresses the need to maintain a strong voice for 
the rural and transitional policy areas and their unique concerns on the Board of Supervisors, while also 
keeping areas with common interests together in the western portion of Loudoun County. 

The AHA also supports COLTâ€™s plan as the only one currently under consideration that places the 
Historic Village of Aldie in a district with a significant rural population. Aldie Heritage Associationâ€™s 
analysis of the proposed maps and underlying census data shows that the Turner-Letourneau and Fechter 
plans both place Aldie and Middleburg in a district in which the Rural Policy Area population is a small 
minority of the whole, and less than the Suburban Policy Area population in the same district. Notably, the 
Fechter plan places Aldie in a district that is majority suburban by population.

We believe it is not merely appropriate, but vital that our village remains in a district in which a large 
portion of constituents share our interests, and in which our Supervisor will understand and represent rural 
concerns. We believe that the COLT plan addresses this, while also giving western Loudoun an appropriate 
voice on the Board of Supervisors.

2/9/2022
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